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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
 
A communication strategy refers to the attempt of a speaker to overcome obstacles in oral communication caused by 
insufficient language skills. In other words, by strategic language use the speaker tries to compensate for the gaps in 
his or her knowledge, such as unknown expressions or words.  
 
Communication strategies (CSs) have been studied ever since the invention of the term in the 1970s. The focus of 
many studies has been on the pedagogical applications of CSs, the factors affecting the choice of CSs and the 
differences in use between native speakers and language learners, to name a few. The purpose of the current research 
is to study the differences of introvert and extrovert speakers as users of communication strategies.  
 
There were three hypotheses. First, the CS use of introvert and extrovert speakers was assumed to differ in terms of 
quantity and the choice of CS. Second, the different CSs were assumed to vary in their efficiency; some strategies 
would convey the message faster and/or more frequently. Third, extroverts were expected to be more experienced 
communicators, and thus employ the efficient CSs more than introverts.  
 
37 Finnish speakers of English participated in the study as informants. They were tested for their personality type 
using the EPQ-R personality questionnaire by Hans J. Eysenck. Next, the informants performed a communicative 
task in pairs, taking turns in explaining and guessing words in English, and the performances were analyzed according 
to a classification of CSs created on the basis of the taxonomy by Oxford. Statistical significance tests were then used 
to study and evaluate the hypotheses.  
 
For the most part, Hypothesis 1 proved untrue in a highly structured communicative task, as the CS use of introverts 
and extroverts differed only in the use of one CS; MIME/GESTURE was employed more by extroverts. The CSs 
were found to vary greatly in their efficiency. Most efficient CSs in terms of both how often the use of the CS proved 
decisive and how fast the message was conveyed were ANTONYM and ASSOCIATION. Yet, 
CIRCUMLOCUTION was the CS most employed by the informants and the CS with most uses as a decisive CS. In 
addition, extroverts were found to be more persistent when faced with challenging situations as explainers but to give 
up faster when in the more passive role of the guesser. 
 
The study brought more knowledge about the usability of various CSs and how efficiently they convey a message. 
More knowledge was also gained about introverts and extroverts as communicators in different roles. Considering the 
diversity of the data collected, the communicative task used in the study is assumed to work as a great tool in the 
instruction of CSs and CS use, and is thus suggested for pedagogical applications.  
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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
 
Kommunikaatiostrategioilla tarkoitetaan puhujan pyrkimyksiä selviytyä suullisessa kommunikaatiossa kohtaamistaan, 
puhujan vajaiden kielitaitojen aiheuttamista esteistä. Toisin sanoen, puhuja pyrkii kompensoimaan kielitaitojensa 
aukkoja, esimerkiksi tuntemattomia ilmaisuja tai sanoja, strategisen kielenkäytön keinoin.  
 
Kommunikaatiostrategioita (KS:t) on tutkittu paljon 1970-luvulta lähtien, jolloin termi kehitettiin. Monet 
tutkimuksista ovat keskittyneet esimerkiksi KS:ien pedagogisiin sovelluksiin, niiden valintaan vaikuttaviin tekijöihin ja 
eroihin natiivipuhujien ja kielenoppijoiden käytössä. Tämä tutkimus pyrkii osoittamaan eroja introverttien ja 
ekstroverttien puhujien KS:ien käytössä.  
 
Hypoteeseja oli kolme. Ensiksi, introverttien ja ekstroverttien puhujien KS-käytön oletettiin eroavan sekä KS:ien 
määrän että valinnan suhteen. Toiseksi, eri KS:ien tehokkuuden oletettiin vaihtelevan niin, että toiset strategiat 
välittävät viestin nopeammin ja/tai useammin kuin toiset. Kolmanneksi, ekstroverttien oletettiin olevan kokeneempia 
kommunikoijia kuin introvertit, ja näin käyttävän tehokkaampia KS:iä enemmän kuin introvertit.  
 
Tutkimukseen osallistui 37 koehenkilöä, jotka olivat kaikki suomalaisia englannin puhujia. Ensiksi, heidän 
persoonallisuutensa testattiin Hans J. Eysenckin kehittämällä persoonallisuustestillä, EPQ-R:llä. Seuraavaksi, 
koehenkilöt suorittivat pareittain kommunikatiivisen tehtävän, jossa parit selittivät ja arvasivat sanoja englanniksi. 
Suoritukset analysoitiin koehenkilöiden KS-käytön suhteen, ja analyysi perustui Oxfordin taksonomiasta kehitettyyn 
luokitteluun. Hypoteesien testaamiseen ja arvioimiseen käytettiin tilastollisia merkitsevyystestejä.  
 
Suurimmaksi osaksi Hypoteesi 1 osoittautui epätodeksi hyvin strukturoidussa kommunikatiivisessa tehtävässä, sillä 
introverttien ja ekstroverttien KS-käyttö erosi vain yhden strategian käytön suhteen; ekstrovertit käyttivät 
ELEKIELTÄ enemmän kuin introvertit. KS:ien tehokkuus vaihteli suuresti. ANTONYYMI ja ASSOSIAATIO 
olivat tehokkaimmat KS:t sekä viestin välittämiseen kuluvan ajan suhteen, että tarkasteltaessa kuinka usein KS 
osoittautui ratkaisevaksi. KIERTOILMAUSTA käytettiin kuitenkin eniten, ja se oli myös yleisin ratkaisevista KS:istä. 
Lisäksi, ekstroverttien huomattiin olevan sinnikkäämpiä selittäjiä kuin introvertit haastavissa 
kommunikaatiotilanteissa, mutta myös luovuttavan nopeammin ollessaan passiivisemmassa arvaajan roolissa.  
 
Tutkimus toi lisää tietoa eri KS:ien käytettävyydestä ja tehokkuudesta viestin välittämisessä. Lisää tietoa saatiin myös 
introverteista ja ekstroverteistä kommunikoijina eri rooleissa. Tutkimuksen aineisto todettiin hyvin monipuoliseksi, 
minkä takia aineistonkeruussa käytetyn kommunikatiivisen tehtävän arveltaisiin toimivan tehokkaana työvälineenä 
pedagogisissa sovelluksissa, kun KS:iä ja niiden käyttöä opetetaan.  
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1. Introduction 
  
Communicating in a foreign language includes challenging situations where the learner’s language 
skills do not suffice to fully express the intended meaning. The communicator’s attempts to 
compensate for the lack in language skills and to maintain the communication are called 
communication strategies (CSs). This paper aims to present and compare the CS usage of Finnish 
introvert and extrovert learners of English. Comparative references will be made to previous studies 
on the relationship between CS use and extroversion. The hypotheses are as listed below. 
 
1. The CS usage differs between introvert and extrovert speakers both in terms of quantity of 
CS use and choice of CSs (Ahmadian and Yadegari, 2009). The hypothesis is that this also 
applies to Finnish speakers. 
2. The efficiency of different CSs varies. Some strategies convey the message faster and/or 
more frequently than others.  
3. As more experienced communicators, extrovert speakers tend to choose more efficient 
strategies than introvert speakers.  
 
Data for the study is collected by recording communicative task performances of Finnish university 
level students of English. The performances are analyzed for the CS use according to a 
categorization based on Oxford’s taxonomy of CSs. Finally, statistical tests are used to test the 
significance levels of the differences found in the data.  
 
This paper will first introduce the concepts of strategic language use and the use and categorizations 
of CSs in chapters two and three. Chapter four then focuses on the personality dimensions of 
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extroversion and introversion and previous research done on the relationship between extroversion 
and CS use. Next, the data and methodology are covered in chapter five, after which the results are 
presented in the sixth chapter in figures and tables. The results are then followed by the discussion 
and the conclusion in chapters seven and eight, respectively.  
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2. Communication strategies (CSs) 
2.1 Strategic language use 
 
Bialystok (1990: 14-8) makes a distinction between strategic and non-strategic language use. Non-
strategic use of language refers to mental processes which are unconscious and control 
communication autonomously. Strategic language use, on the other hand, is optional. By using 
strategies, the language learner chooses not to follow the normal routine but directs the language 
learning processes through strategic language use. Strategic behavior thus intervenes with usual 
behavior and brings about results different from those caused by the mental processes alone. 
 
Secondly, strategic language use is characterized by its temporary nature. Blum and Levenston 
(1978: 402-3) point out that strategies, unlike processes, are confined to a single moment. A 
language learning process includes a series of language usages and results in the learning of, for 
example, a new language element. On the contrary, strategic language is used at a specific point of 
time when a communicative problem arises. The language learner may never use the same form of 
strategy again, but on the other hand, may start using it until it becomes part of his or her speech 
repertoire.  
 
Thirdly, strategic language use is problem-oriented (Faerch and Kasper, 1983; cited in Bialystok, 
1990: 20-1). Strategies are the language user’s response to a problem in the production of the 
language in a communicative situation. Whenever there is an obstacle to achieving a certain 
communicative goal, the language user can make use of his or her strategy repertoire to overcome 
the difficulties in communication. 
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2.2 Defining CSs 
 
The study of CSs began in the 1970s when Selinker (1972, cited in Tajeddin, 2010: 48) came up with 
the term to describe second language learners’ attempts and errors when trying to express themselves 
orally in the imperfectly acquired foreign language. Research has been done ever since, which has 
resulted in varying definitions and classifications on CSs (Tajeddin, 2010: 48). Empirical studies on 
CSs have been conducted over the four decades with emphasis on the factors affecting the choice of 
CSs and the teachability of CSs, to name a few (Jidong, 2011:90). The term compensation strategies 
began to be used more in the 1990s due to the work of researchers like Oxford (1990). I will use the 
term communication strategies, which is more widely used than compensation strategies and is the 
term used in most of the works cited in this study. 
 
According to the definition by Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics 
(Richards et al, 1992: 64-5) a CS is “a way used to express a meaning in a second or foreign 
language, by a learner who has a limited command of the language.” As the learner lacks knowledge 
of grammar or vocabulary in the language, he or she will use strategies to compensate for these gaps 
in knowledge. In her work Bialystok (1990: 3) quotes several researchers who have formed 
definitions of the CSs of second language learners. For example, according to Faerch and Kasper 
(1983) CSs are ”potentially conscious plans for solving what to an individual presents itself as a 
problem in reaching a particular communicative goal”, and as per Corder (1977) they are ”a 
systematic technique employed by a speaker to express his meaning when faced with some 
difficulty”.  
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According to Bialystok (op. cit.: 3-5), three features of CSs can be drawn from the different 
definitions: problematicity, consciousness, and intentionality. However, Bialystok argues that these 
are not defining features of CSs, as there can also be strategy usage outside these characteristics. For 
example, the language user does not always select the strategies systematically, which is assumed by 
intentionality. Children, on the other hand, are not capable of conscious reflection on their cognitive 
processes, yet, they use CSs. Finally, CSs can be used even when there are not any problems in the 
communication. For instance, the speaker may want to emphasize some matter by explaining it more 
thoroughly to the interlocutor.  Although not defining, the three features are nevertheless common 
characteristics of CSs. 
 
2.3 CS usage 
 
It is obvious that a second language learner, who has limited knowledge in the different areas of the 
target language, will face communicative problems when using the language. Yet, CSs are used by 
non-native and native speakers alike (Bialystok, 1990: 84). The following will explain the 
differences in the use of CSs by first language speakers (L1 speakers) and second language speakers 
(L2 speakers).  
 
2.3.1 L1 speakers 
 
Children learning their mother tongue have been said to resemble adults who are learning a second 
language (Bialystok, 1990:85-7). To some extent, the above statement is true, and in fact, both 
children and L2 learners use CSs to support their communication in a yet imperfectly acquired 
language. However, the strategic processes of a child cannot be compared to those of adult language 
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learners, nor to the strategic language use of adult native speakers as the conceptual system of a child 
is yet to develop. What is more, adult speakers have developed linguistic systems, as well, as 
proficient speakers of their native language and possible other languages.  
 
The most typical obstacle in the communication of children is a lexical gap (ibid: 88-92). Children 
use a small range of communicative strategies to compensate for the lexical gaps in the 
communication: over-extension of words (the word dog is used for a cat), use of all-purpose terms 
(do, make, this, that) instead of explicit and specific terms, and, creation of new words. In addition, 
adult native speakers have been found to use the same lexical strategies, if not as erroneously and 
blatantly as children.  
 
Besides the already mentioned strategies, adult speakers use various other CSs in their speech. 
According to Oxford (1990: 49), advanced learners and native speakers use compensatory strategies 
similarly to L2 speakers in the case of a ‘temporary breakdown in speaking or writing performance’ 
(for Oxford’s taxonomy of CSs, see 4.1). Oxford continues by saying that skilled language users 
rarely come across the need to use CSs, whereas less proficient speakers have to use them more often.  
 
2.3.2 L2 speakers 
 
Second language speakers need CSs to compensate for their inadequate repertoire of vocabulary and 
grammar in the target language (Oxford, 1990: 47-9). By using the strategies, learners acquire more 
chances to practice the language and to become more fluent in the second language. They can also 
learn more about the rules and norms of the language and what is and is not permissible in the 
language. All in all, CS usage contributes to faster learning of the language.  
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According to Bialystok (1990: 112-3), the choice of a CS does not necessarily depend on the 
proficiency in the language, and so, on whether one is a native speaker or an L2 speaker. The 
proficiency of the speaker does affect the quality and effectiveness of the strategy use, but does not 
have an influence on the selection of the CS. Instead, what determines the choice of a strategy is the 
task and situation that speaker is confronted with.  
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3. Taxonomic classifications of CSs 
 
Next, I will present the taxonomy on CSs by Oxford (1990: 50). I chose this taxonomy since it is 
widely accepted and is also referred to in many of the present sources (e.g. Bialystok, 1990: 39; 
Tajeddin, 2010: 48-9). The second section covers a taxonomy by Ahmadian (2001, cited in 
Ahmadian and Yadegari, 2009: 5-6) which represents more process-oriented taxonomies. 
 
3.1 Oxford’s taxonomy 
 
Oxford (1990: 47-51) divides compensation strategies into two categories: Guessing Intelligently in 
Listening and Reading, and Overcoming Limitations in Speaking and Writing. Guessing strategies 
are used to understand the meaning of a message by picking up linguistic or non-linguistic clues 
from the communicated material while the strategies of Overcoming Limitations in Speaking and 
Writing help with the production of language. As my study is only concerned with the production of 
spoken language, I will not pay more attention to the guessing strategies.  
 
According to Oxford’s (1990: 50) model, there are eight different strategies for overcoming 
limitations in speaking and writing. The eight strategies are listed here: 
 
1. Switching to the Mother Tongue 
2. Getting Help 
3. Using Mime or Gesture 
4. Avoiding Communication Partially or Totally 
5. Selecting the Topic 
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6. Adjusting or Approximating the Message 
7. Coining Words 
8. Using a Circumlocution or Synonym 
 
Switching to the Mother Tongue refers to the situation where the speaker uses a native language 
expression without translating it. Getting Help means appealing for assistance when a 
communicative problem occurs. The language learner can get help by directly asking the interlocutor 
or by doing gestures and facial expressions which show hesitation. In Using Mime or Gesture the 
speaker uses a physical motion instead of a verbal expression. Avoiding Communication Partially or 
Totally may take place when the speaker expects problems in the communication. The speaker may 
avoid certain topics or expressions or avoid communication in general. Abandoning communication 
mid-utterance belongs to the category of avoiding communication as well.  
 
Selecting the Topic is a strategy the language learner uses when he or she wants to take the 
conversation to a certain direction to be able to converse with the vocabulary and grammatical 
knowledge that he or she has. Adjusting or Approximating the Message means making the idea 
simpler or less precise when the language skills are not sufficient enough for getting the message 
across. The speaker may also omit some items of information or use an expression that has a slightly 
different meaning in place of the unknown expression. Coining Words means creating a new word 
for an expression that is unknown. Finally, the last of Oxford's eight strategies is Using a 
Circumlocution or Synonym. The speaker describes the unknown expression or concept, for example, 
by explaining the characteristics or purpose of an object. 
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3.2 Ahmadian’s taxonomy 
 
Ahmadian’s taxonomy on CSs is a more complex and comprehensive arrangement of communicative 
strategies, compared to Oxford’s categorization. Ahmadian bases his taxonomy on a taxonomy 
created by the researchers of the Nijmegen University (Bongaerts and Poulisse, 1989; Poulisse, 1990, 
cited in Ahmadian and Yadegari, 2009: 5) that is divided into two main categories of Linguistic and 
Conceptual strategies. Into his own typology, Ahmadian has added one more category: Interactional 
strategies (ibid, 6-7). The taxonomy is presented as a whole in the following: 
 
A. Linguistic Strategies 
(I) General Compensatory Linguistic Strategies: 
1. Metalanguage 
2. Superordination 
3. Synonymy 
4. Antonym 
(II) IL-based Linguistic Strategies: 
1. Transfer 
2. Transliteration 
3. Overgeneralization 
B. Conceptual Strategies 
(I) General Conceptual Strategies: 
1. Holistic Strategies 
2. Analytic Strategies:  
(i) Partitive strategies 
  (ii)Linear strategies 
(iii) Analytic componential strategies 
(II) IL- based Conceptual Strategies 
Word-coinage 
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C. Interactional/Conversational Strategies 
1. Comprehension check 
2. Self-repetition/Clarification 
3. Confirmation check 
 
‘Linguistic strategies’ has two sub-categories: (I) General Compensatory Linguistic Strategies and 
(II) IL-based Linguistic Strategies. Metalanguage refers to a description of a word or a concept with 
the help of metalinguistic terms, Superordination with the use of superordinate terms. Synonymy 
means using a semantically related word or a short phrase in place of the actual expression (cf. 
Oxford’s Using a Circumlocution or Synonym) while using an Antonym refers to an expression with 
an opposite meaning. The four strategies belong to the General Compensatory Linguistic Strategies. 
IL-based (non-native) strategies draw information from the native or first language of the speaker 
and include the strategies Transfer, Transliteration and Overgeneralization. When using Transfer, 
the speaker incorporates linguistic or cultural features from the native language into the 
compensatory expression. Transliteration is a literal translation from the L1 to the target language 
and Overgeneralization is inappropriate generalization of the L2 linguistic features.  
 
Like Linguistic Strategies, Conceptual Strategies are also divided into general and IL-based 
strategies. General Conceptual Strategies include Holistic and Analytic Strategies which refer to 
seeing the concept or referent as a “whole” or as consisting of particular parts or properties. The 
latter includes Partitive strategies (description of parts or features of the concept and how they are 
connected together), Linear strategies (description of the ultimate components of the shape) and 
Analytic componential strategies (description of the components of the concept separately or in 
relation to each other). Lastly, to the IL-based Conceptual Strategies belongs Word-coinage which 
means creating new words to describe the target referent (cf. Oxford’s Coining Words).  
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Finally, the third category in Ahmadian’s taxonomy is Interactional/Conversational Strategies. 
Strategies belonging to this category are Comprehension check, Self-repetition/Clarification and 
Confirmation check. The speaker who uses the first strategy uses questions such as “got it?” or “is 
that clear?” to make sure the interlocutor has comprehended the message. The second strategy means 
repeating oneself or clarifying the intended message and the third strategy confirming that the 
interlocutor has understood the uttered message.  
 
3.3 Evaluation of the taxonomies by Oxford and Ahmadian 
 
Oxford’s and Ahmadian’s taxonomies are fundamentally quite different from each other and 
represent different approaches to perceive the concept of CSs. The strategies in Oxford’s taxonomy 
can cover various cases, like Adjusting or Approximating the Message, whereas most of Ahmadian’s 
strategies only refer to a specific situation (e.g. Antonymy and the three Analytic Strategies). 
Although they can refer to more than only one case, Oxford’s strategies are simple and easy to 
understand while some of the strategies in Ahmadian’s categorization (e.g. Comprehension Check 
and Confirmation Check) are difficult to distinguish from each other to begin with. On the other hand, 
Ahmadian’s taxonomy is more comprehensive and it includes linguistic areas such as interactional 
strategies that are not touched upon in Oxford’s taxonomy at all.  
 
One difference between the taxonomies is that Ahmadian includes in his typology strategies that 
cannot be applied to the communicative behavior of every language user. IL-based strategies in 
Ahmadian’s taxonomy naturally refer to the strategic communication of L2 learners and thus cannot 
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be used to describe the CS usage of native speakers. This, however, is not significant from the point 
of view of the current study which only focuses on the CS usage of L2 speakers.  
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4. Personality  
4.1 Personality Traits 
 
Personality traits or dispositions are relatively stable and consistent features of the character of a 
person (Larsen and Buss, 2002: 265-8). Traits are the foundation of the personality of an individual 
and are what makes him or her differ from other individuals. To explain traits, two different theories 
have developed among personality psychologists. Firstly, a trait can be thought to be an internal 
property which causes the person to act in a certain way. That is to say, the external behavior is a 
sign of an inner desire or a need of the individual. According to the second formulation, traits are 
merely descriptive summaries of the trend in the person’s behavior. This theory does not exclude the 
possibility that the behavior is caused by other than internal dispositions. For example, the social 
situation may cause the individual to behave in a specific way.  
 
What has been, and still is, of great interest to the personality psychologists is the consistency of 
personality traits (ibid: 297-8). Attitudes or interests, for example, may change over time, whereas 
traits such as impulsiveness and intelligence are rather consistent. Other traits that have shown great 
consistency over time in a number of studies include those with a biological basis, such as 
extroversion and shyness. Although they will manifest themselves in different ways as time passes, 
personality traits such as extroversion are consistent throughout the lifespan.  
 
4.2 Extroversion vs. Introversion  
 
A typical extrovert is talkative, active and is not scared to take risks and chances. (Larsen and Buss, 
2002:73, Eysenck and Eysenck, 1992, cited in Ahmadian and Yadegari, 2009: 30). On the contrary, 
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an introvert prefers solitary activities to being in a crowd, likes planning ahead and keeps to the 
familiar. Extroversion and introversion can be thought of as a continuum where the two personality 
types are on the opposite ends (Cervone and Pervin, 2014: 251, Nikoopour, 2010: 85). Individuals 
are placed on the continuum according to their degree of extroversion. Only few are “purely” 
extroverted or introverted while others may have a personality with characteristics of both types, of 
which one is dominant. In the personality theory by Hans J. Eysenck, the introversion-extroversion 
continuum is called a “superfactor” that organizes lower-level personality traits, including 
sociability, activity and excitability (Cervone and Pervin, 2014: 251-2). The possession of certain 
personality traits thus depends on the person’s position on the continuum. In practice, the secondary 
traits are what distinguish people from another, whereas the two dimensions (introversion and 
extroversion) together form the top of a hierarchy of traits.  
 
Eysenck, whose theory is one of the most popular ones in the field of trait psychology, bases his 
ideas of extroversion on studies on human physiology (Larsen and Buss, 2002: 73-7). Eysenck’s 
theory suggests, and other studies that followed the theory have also proved, that introverts and 
extroverts differ in their physiological reactivity when under moderate levels of stimulation. This 
means that extroversion and introversion can be explained by biological factors. A more thorough 
explanation of the physiological process behind extroversion and introversion is given below. 
 
The ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) in the brainstem is what controls the arousal level 
of a person. The ARAS of an introvert and the ARAS of an extrovert work differently. Although the 
level of arousal while at rest is the same for introverts and extroverts, as the amount of stimulation 
increases, their differences in the arousability starts showing. As for introverts, their ARAS lets in 
too much stimulation which makes their arousal level too high, higher than the optimal level of 
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arousal. In this condition, an introverted person cannot perform well because they have difficulties 
keeping focused, alert and attentive. Extroverts, instead, are comfortable with having a lot of 
stimulation. Unlike that of an introvert, the ARAS of an extrovert does not cause enhanced 
physiological reactivity because of an increase in the stimulation level. To conclude, introverts are 
more likely to perform better in a low stimulation environment because their level of arousal is then 
close to their optimal level of arousal. On the contrary, extroverts are underaroused in a low 
stimulation environment, and therefore, might get bored or sleepy. However, extroverts will perform 
better than introverts when the stimulation level is higher. Introverts and extroverts alike seek the 
optimal level of arousal. This results in introverts seeking low stimulation environments and 
extroverts seeking environments with a higher stimulation level.  
 
4.3 Personality measurement 
 
The aim of the trait psychology is to be able to measure personality as accurately as possible (Larsen 
and Buss, 2002: 296-7). The trait psychologists believe that the amount and variety of traits is what 
makes individuals different from each other. These traits have been given names in different 
languages and usually carry the linguistic role of an adjective (e.g. friendly, aggressive).  
 
The most commonly used method for personality trait measurement is conducting a questionnaire 
(ibid. 306).  Through self-filled questionnaires it is not only possible to identify the traits of the 
individual but also to find out what are the dominant and less dominant traits, that is, the amounts of 
the individual’s traits. Some of the most famous and well-received personality questionnaires are the 
questionnaires based on the theories of Eysenck and Cattell (ibid. 276-82). 
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Eysenck’s personality questionnaire 
One of the most well-known and widely used tools for personality measurement in research and 
clinical settings alike is the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) developed by Hans J. Eysenck 
(Furnham et al. 2008: 200-13). The EPQ was published in 1975 and followed in 1991 by the revised 
version of the questionnaire, the EPQ-R. Eysenck’s model measures three major dimensions of 
personality: extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism. The theory of extraversion is based on 
Eysenck’s personal studies on physiological arousal (see 5.2) and studies and models of other 
researchers. The Eysenk personality test has many versions, including Adult and Junior versions of 
the EPQ, and it has been translated to several languages. There have also been extensive multi-
cultural studies to test whether the EPQ factors are replicable in other countries and ethnicities. All in 
all, 34 countries were involved in these studies conducted during 1985-1998 with the conclusion that 
the data can be replicated with data from all the countries.  
 
4.4 Previous research  
 
This section introduces other studies conducted on the relationship between person’s CS use and the 
level of extroversion. Studies by Kaivanpanah and Yamouty (2009) and by Wakamoto (2000) were 
based on questionnaires, where the informants evaluated their own strategic language use 
themselves. The most similar to the current study is the research by Ahmadian and Yadegari (2009).  
 
Kaivanpanah and Yamouty (2009: 41-3) conducted a study in 2009 where one of the research 
questions was concerned with the relationship between extroversion/introversion of a person and 
their CS use. The subjects were 12-35 year old Iranian female students whose personalities where 
tested using the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ). The students filled in a questionnaire, 
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created by Dörnyei and Scott (1997: 173-210) and modified by the researchers, inquiring about their 
use of CSs. The questionnaire used a Likert scale from 1 (never) to 5 (always). The results indicated 
that extroverts use more CSs than introverts, but a significant difference in the choice of types of CSs 
between extroverts and introverts was only found in a few strategies. The extrovert students used 
comprehension check, interpretive summary, word coinage, approximation and mime more than the 
introvert students (ibid, 53-6).  
 
Contrary to Kaivanpanah’s results, Wakamoto (2000: 71-81) found a strong correlation between 
extroversion and the strategy use among Japanese speakers of English. Wakamoto conducted a 
questionnaire-based study on 222 university English students using Oxford’s Strategy Inventory for 
Language Learning (SILL) (Oxford, 1990: 293-300) in collecting the data. As the focus of the study 
was on language learning strategies, Wakamoto looked for differences in how the students developed 
their English skills in general, not only in terms of their use of compensatory strategies. As a result, 
extroverts were found to use functional practice strategies (ways of developing one’s language skills, 
e.g. memory strategies, outside the class-room environment) and social-affective strategies (e.g. 
cooperation skills, asking for help) more than introverts. A significant difference was also found in 
the use of eight individual strategies, which were found to be preferred by extroverts. These 
strategies included the following statements among others: ‘I make up new words if I do not know 
the right ones in English’ (equivalent to Coining words in Oxford’s taxonomy), ‘I start conversations 
in English’ and ‘I encourage myself to speak English even when being afraid of making a mistake’. 
The conclusion of the study was that extroverts practice their communicative skills in the target 
language more than introverts.  
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Another study from Iran by Ahmadian and Yadegari (2009: 9) focuses solely in the differences in the 
use of CSs between extrovert and introvert learners of English. Participating in the study were 50 19-
24-year-old university students of whom 25 were introverts and 25 extroverts. Before choosing the 
subjects for the study, EPQ was used for measuring the extroversion/introversion dimension of the 
students. Because of its resemblance to the current study, Ahmadian and Yadegari’s study is 
presented in more detail below.  
 
Instead of using a questionnaire to study the communicative behavior of the informants, Ahmadian 
and Yadegari created three different communicative tasks to elicit strategic behavior from the 
students (ibid, 11, 14-20). The tasks performed by the informants were: description and identification 
of unusual shapes, description and identification of abstract concepts and story-telling. In the first 
task, the introvert informants used Partitive and Linear Strategies more than the extroverts whereas 
Self-Repetition was used more by the extroverts (see 4.2 for Ahmadian’s strategies). In the second 
task, interactional strategies were more used by extroverts than introverts. Lastly, in the third task of 
short narratives, extrovert informants used Transliteration, Comprehension Check and Confirmation 
Check significantly more than the introverted informants. To conclude, extrovert learners relied more 
on interactional strategies whereas introvert subjects used conceptual strategies. 
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5. Methods and data 
 
As stated earlier, the aim of this study is to study the CSs used by Finnish speakers of English. My 
study will focus on the differences in the choice of CSs by extroverted and introverted speakers. I 
have three hypotheses. Firstly, as the results of some studies done in other countries show, the CS 
usage between introvert and extrovert speakers of English differ both in terms of quantity of CS use 
and choice of CSs (Ahmadian and Yadegari, 2009). Secondly, the efficiency of different CSs varies. 
Some strategies convey the message faster and/or more frequently than others. Thirdly, it is assumed 
that extrovert speakers tend to choose more efficient strategies than introvert speakers as they are 
more experienced in expressing themselves and producing the language orally.  
 
To test the hypothesis, a qualitative study of Finnish speakers of English was conducted. First, a 
communicative task was performed in English by informants who were divided into pairs. The 
performances were recorded on a video camera. Each informant explained seven abstract terms to 
the partner who was to guess correctly the word in question. The task derives from a popular Finnish 
board game, Alias (‘Alias – säännöt’). In the game, members of the same team explain words to each 
other and get closer to the goal with each correctly answered term. The task was chosen for its 
communicative nature and for the focus of the game being also the focus of the study: getting across 
the meaning. As the current study only focuses in the strategic elements of speech, using a 
manipulated linguistic task, instead of naturalistic conversations, would also result in more effective 
recording of relevant data (Johnstone, 2000: 114). 
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5.1 Personality assessment 
 
To measure the personality of the informants, that is, to identify the extroverts and the introverts, the 
revised version of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ-R) was used (Appendix 1.). The 
short-scale questionnaire consists of 48 questions which measure the three dimensions of the 
personality: psychoticism, extroversion and neuroticism. In addition, a lie scale is included. For the 
current study, only the twelve questions concerning the extroversion of a person were relevant. The 
results of the personality test were interpreted according to the scoring key, with a test score of 0/12 
indicating extreme introversion, and 12/12 extreme extroversion. Accordingly, a test score of 5-7 
shows that the person is neither an introvert nor an extrovert but has characteristics of both 
personality types. As the current study focuses on the differences between introverts and extroverts, 
informants with an EPQ-R score from 5 to 7 were not included in the study. In addition to the 
communicative tasks and the personality questionnaires performed and filled in by the informants, 
the following background information on the participants was collected: age, sex, mother tongue and 
completed English studies, in years. 
 
5.2 Informants 
 
The informants who participated in the study were 37 (11 male and 26 female) students from the 
University of Eastern Finland (UEF) studying English as their major or minor subject. As English 
students, the participants have all passed either the entrance exam for English as a major subject, or 
an English placement test for studying English as a minor subject. Thus, the participants form a 
substantially homogenous group in terms of language proficiency. Most of the informants were 
English freshmen and sophomores, whereas those who studied English as their minor subject 
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majored in various subjects. Before the actual recording of the data, the informants filled in the 
personality questionnaire (Appendix 1.) and a background information form. The recordings for the 
study took place at the university during the autumn semester 2013 and were performed by the 
researcher or an assistant. Consent for filming was obtained in writing from each participant 
(Appendix 2.). Altogether, 49 students volunteered for the study, 5 of whom could not attend the 
recordings, and 7 of whom were excluded from participating in the recordings due to their results for 
the personality questionnaire (see above). Out of the 37 informants, 16 were introverts and 21 
extroverts.  
 
In the invitation to participate in the research (Appendix 2.), the subjects were briefly informed about 
the aims and structure of the study. In relation to the aims of the study, the informants were told that 
the study focuses on the effect of the personality on the communication style and tendencies in a 
second language. It was envisaged that any more detailed an explanation would have a possible 
effect on the performance of the informants. It was made clear in the invitation that participation in 
the study is voluntary. Finally, the subjects were informed about anonymity, and the processing and 
the disposal of the data. Attached to the invitation was a form for the written consent of the 
informant.  
 
5.3 Data collection and transcription 
 
For the recording the students were randomly divided into pairs. The performance of each pair was 
recorded by an assistant or the researcher in an empty classroom. The informants were given the set 
of words they would explain to their partner, explained the rules of the task, reminded of the 
language of the task (English), and finally, they were allowed to decide which one of them would 
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start with the first set of seven nouns as the explainer. Contrary to the original game, the informants 
did not have a time limit for finishing the explanations. The two sets of the seven English nouns used 
in the task are listed below (Table 1.). The 14 words were carefully chosen for the task to match the 
proficiency level of the informants, the two sets including both common (e.g. luck, failure)  and 
challenging terms (e.g. justice, duty). Having finished explaining the seven words, the speaker gave 
the turn to his or her partner who then explained the other set of seven nouns to the first speaker.  
 
Table 1. Word sets A and B 
      
Sets 
 
Words 
   A 
 
IMAGINATION, SUCCESS, PURPOSE, TRANSPORTATION, LUCK, IDENTITY, JUSTICE 
B 
 
INTELLIGENCE, DUTY, PREJUDICE, POVERTY, TRUTH, FAILURE, COMMUNICATION 
     
 
Besides giving the instructions before each recording, the person to record the data did not speak to 
the informants during the filming unless questions about the task itself arose. Finally, one assistant 
needed to participate in a communicative task as an informant, as the number of the actual 
informants was uneven (37). The performance of the assistant is not included in the analysis.  
 
The recorded data were transcribed and analyzed to distinguish and identify the communication 
strategies used by the informants. For an example of a transcribed full performance of the task by 
two informants, see Appendix 3. The same practices used in the transcription and presented in the 
Appendix are also used in the presentation of the data and the results throughout the paper. Part of 
the symbols used in the transcription are taken from Jefferson’s glossary of transcript symbols (2004: 
24-31), while some markings are created by the researcher. The CSs are color-marked in the original 
transcriptions, but when under discussion in the paper the strategy in question is underlined in the 
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example. Throughout the presentation of the results the 14 words of the sets A and B are written in 
capital letters and italics (POVERTY) whenever they are mentioned.  
 
The duration of the explanation of each term is also marked in the transcription. The explanation 
starts from the first utterance of the explainer and ends with the confirmation of the correct answer. 
Alternatively, an explanation can end in the use of the strategy Avoiding communication partially or 
totally. The following extract is an example of a successful explanation starting with Tuuli’s words: 
“When you think about…” and ending with her nodding as a confirmation to Ari’s guess. The 
explanation lasts 9 seconds in total. 
 
IMAGINATION 4:00 4:09 
Tuuli  uh when you think about things that aren’t real *-that are not real* 
Ari  imagine 
Tuuli  and the noun 
Ari    [imagining 
Tuuli  noun 
Ari  imagination 
Tuuli  ((nods)) 
 
5.4 Modification and application of the taxonomy 
 
The analysis was originally planned to be based on Oxford’s taxonomy of communication strategies 
(Oxford, 1990: 50). However, Oxford’s categorization proved to be insufficient to fully describe the 
current data. As the method used in the study is highly structured, not allowing much freedom for the 
informants, the focus and scope of the data gained are bound to have a different emphasis than those 
on which the classification is based on. Thus, some of the categories in Oxford’s taxonomy cannot be 
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included in the current study, whereas some new categories were clearly identified within the data. 
Therefore, the Oxford taxonomy was modified for the purposes of the study by excluding the non-
applicable categories and by including the recognized new ones. 
 
The classification by Oxford includes the following eight strategies: Switching to the Mother Tongue, 
Getting Help, Using Mime or Gesture, Avoiding Communication Partially or Totally, Selecting the 
Topic, Adjusting or Approximating the Message, Coining Words, and Using a Circumlocution or 
Synonym. The strategy, Selecting the topic, was impossible to properly observe in the data. In some 
cases, explaining the words in a different order as they are listed in the paper could be interpreted as 
selecting the topic. This would especially seem so, if the explainer clearly chooses to finish the easy 
words before the more challenging ones. However, the task does not give the participants much 
freedom in their performance, and hence Selecting the topic is excluded in the analysis. Even if such 
freedom was given, it would have been difficult to interpret, as to why the speaker came to make the 
choice he or she made. Another strategy included in the categorization by Oxford, but excluded from 
the analysis, is Switching to the Mother Tongue, as there were no occurrences of the strategy in the 
data. The absence of the strategy shows that the English students are comfortable with and 
accustomed to using their second language. Had the informants’ level of language skills been lower, 
there may have been more use of the mother tongue. The last modification made to Oxford’s 
taxonomy was the division of Using a circumlocution or synonym into Using a circumlocution and 
Using a synonym. In the following paragraphs the taxonomy used in the analysis of the data is 
described in more detail with examples extracted from the data. The CSs chosen and the abbreviated 
names for them are as shown in Table 2. Henceforth, for the ease of reading, the CSs are called by 
their abbreviations and written in capital letters (ADJUSTING).  
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Table 2. Taxonomy of communication strategies used in the current study 
          
Source 
 
Communication strategies 
 
Abbreviations 
     Oxford's taxonomy  Getting help 
 
HELP 
 
Using mime or gesture 
 
MIME/GESTURE 
  
Avoiding communication partially or totally 
 
AVOIDING 
  
Adjusting or approximating the message 
 
ADJUSTING 
  
Coining words 
 
COINING 
  
Using a circumlocution 
 
CIRCUMLOCUTION 
  
 
Using a synonym 
 
SYNONYM 
New categories Using an antonym 
 
ANTONYM 
  
Using an association 
 
ASSOCIATION 
  
Using a collocation 
 
COLLOCATION 
  
Linguistic strategies 
 
LINGUISTIC 
    Meta-conversational strategies   META-CONV 
 
 
Getting Help (HELP) 
In the task, HELP is used by the guesser, and it was achieved by directly asking for assistance from 
the interlocutor. The questions varied from asking the interlocutor to continue with the explanation 
(Can you explain more?) to trying to narrow down the range of possible correct answers (Is it an 
adjecive?). However, simply asking for confirmation was not seen as an appeal for help (So it’s not 
“connection”?). In the following example Eeva finds explaining PURPOSE difficult, which makes 
Olivia take a more active role in the guessing and ask a question. 
 
Olivia  hah I just (don’t) really get what you’re trying to, you know, get in here 
Eeva  a bit difficult to explain 
Olivia  is it like a synonym for goal? 
Eeva  yeah  
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Using Mime or Gesture (MIME/GESTURE) 
Some informants are clearly the type to speak with their hands, and their hands keep moving as they 
speak. Still, these hand gestures, although many, are often not used to convey the message. Unless 
the mime and gestures are part of the strategic language use of the speaker or in some way emphasize 
the verbal utterance, they are not analyzed as communication strategies. Below, Liisa’s word is 
LUCK, and she starts with describing the symbol for luck, a four-leaved clover. Instead of finishing 
her verbal explanation “the green thing with the four-“, Liisa begins drawing the clover in the air.  
 
Liisa  when you find the flower- oh no it’s not a flower but the green thing with the four  
  ((draws a clover with four leaves in the air)) 
Kalle  ah yeah luck, fortune 
Liisa  luck yeah hahhah 
 
Avoiding Communication Partially or Totally (AVOIDING) 
The responsibility for the success of the task does not only belong to the explainer, but also the 
interlocutor has an active role as a guesser. In AVOIDING either the explainer or the guesser decides 
to give up on reaching the mutual understanding, that is to say, the unknown word remains unknown. 
In some cases, it is difficult to define who is the one to give up on the task first. Mostly, the skipping 
of a word is clearly suggested by either person, but in some cases it could be speculated whether the 
explainer stops explaining because the interlocutor is hinting him or her to do so. Also, there may be 
cases where the word in fact is unknown to the guesser, who so could not guess it in any case.  
Below is an example of the guesser’s (Jasmin) avoidance of communication. 
 
Jasmin  of course uh wait hm I- I can’t get it in my head, what was it? 
Janne  it was intelligence 
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Jasmin  hm! Yeah exactly 
 
Adjusting or Approximating the Message (ADJUSTING) 
ADJUSTING was typically done by referring to another, already known, word. This was done by 
using words and phrases such as sort of and like. These expressions show that the two words have 
something in common, for example, the contexts where they may occur, yet they are not synonyms. 
In the following are some examples of the strategy: ‘like talking but not’ (COMMUNICATION), 
‘something like related to culture maybe’ (IDENTITY), ‘another word for poor’ (POVERTY). 
 
In some cases differentiating ADJUSTING from CIRCUMLOCUTION was not easy. A 
circumlocution, as Oxford it defines, means saying in other words what cannot be expressed with the 
current language skills. Saying something in other words, again, may end up being something 
slightly incorrect, in which case the attempt to explain the word can be interpreted as examples of 
ADJUSTING. Each case was evaluated individually and analyzed accordingly.  
 
Coining Words (COINING) 
COINING was very rare among the informants of the current study, as a matter of fact, there were 
only 3 occurrences of the strategy. Below Pilvi is explaining PREJUDICE to Toni. Trying to come 
up with the correct word, Toni suggests many words, including the non-existing prejudiction.  
 
Pilvi  if you think for example that uh foreign people are stupid you have __ 
Toni  racism racist prejudice ((incorrect pronunciation of PREJUDICE)) 
Pilvi  uh the noun for that last word you said 
Toni  preju- prejudiction 
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Using a Circumlocution (CIRCUMLOCUTION) 
Informants described the terms in other words (SUCCESS: you accomplished something) or 
described the characteristics of the concept (IMAGINATION: it’s in your head). In some cases it was 
difficult to say whether the speaker was actually describing the word itself or just giving a real-life 
example of the word’s meaning. Therefore, it was decided that giving a concrete example of the 
word is counted as an occurrences of CIRCUMLOCUTION, as the examples also include important 
information about the word and its characteristics. In the example below Ville does not describe the 
word LUCK itself but refers to a situation where luck is known to be needed.  
 
Ville  if you go to a casino you need some 
Sini  money 
Ville  yeah but you can lose all that money if you don’t have any 
Sini  luck 
 
Other Strategies 
Using a Synonym (SYNONYM) 
In Oxford’s taxonomy, using a synonym is part of the strategy Using a circumlocution or synonym. 
In the current study, it forms its own category, because the nature of the strategy is seen as very 
different from CIRCUMLOCUTION. Whereas circumlocutions include, sometimes quite long, 
descriptions and definitions of the words, synonyms are very exact and precise content-wise, as they 
have “the same or nearly the same meaning” (CALD, 2005: ‘synonym’) as the other word. A 
common use of SYNONYM in the current data was the use of the word meaning as a synonym for 
PURPOSE.  
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Using an Antonym (ANTONYM) 
Antonyms, i.e., words which have a meaning “opposite of another word” (CALD, 2005: ‘antonym’), 
were used fairly often in the data, which is why a separate category for the strategy was created. 
ANTONYM was mainly used with certain words, such as TRUTH (‘not a lie‘) and FAILURE 
(‘opposite to success’), for which an antonym clearly exists (cf. e.g. COMMUNICATION).  
 
Using an Association (ASSOCIATION) 
When a speaker uses associations to explain a word, he or she refers to an object, person, event or 
product, to name a few, that in some way relates to the word in question or works as an example of it. 
In addition, the referred subject must be famous or commonly known, or, at least, supposedly known 
by the interlocutor, so that an associative reference can be made. The example below shows how 
efficient the strategy can be. A simple reference to the famous novel by Jane Austen, Pride and 
Prejudice, enabled Karoliina to explain the word PREJUDICE in only three seconds.  
 
Karoliina pride and 
Hanna  prejudice 
Karoliina uhm 
 
Using a Collocation (COLLOCATION) 
Collocation is “the frequent use of some words and phrases with others” or “the combination of 
words formed when two or more words are frequently used together in a way that sounds correct” 
(CALD, 2005: ‘collocation’). In the current data, this means that some of the 14 words appear in 
certain expressions or phrases so frequently, that the expressions were used in the explanations. In 
other words, the explainer took advantage of the existing collocation. Some common occurrences of 
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COLLOCATION in the data include expressions ‘public TRANSPORTATION’ and ‘PURPOSE of 
life’.  
 
Linguistic Strategies (LINGUISTIC) 
All attempts to describe the structure, the spelling, the word class, or the register of the word, instead 
of describing the object or concept the word actually represents, are called Linguistic strategies 
(LINGUISTIC). The following examples have references to the register and the phonology of the 
word: ‘academic term’ (PREJUDICE), ‘rhymes with fence’ (INTELLIGENCE). The most common 
use of LINGUISTIC was the revealing of the word class: ‘it’s a noun’. In these cases, the word stem 
was already guessed but was used as an adjective, for example.  
 
Meta-conversational strategies (META-CONV) 
Any reference in the ongoing conversation itself in order to explain the word was decided to be 
called a meta-conversational strategy. META-CONV include references in the current action, as in 
“what we’re doing right now” (MIH, COMMUNICATION), and references to the previous 
comments: “the word that I used” (FEH, INTELLIGENCE) 
 
Repetitive use of the exactly same strategy in explaining or guessing the word is only counted as one 
occurrence of the strategy. If, however, the same strategy is used in a different way or with a 
different content, both of the usages are included in the analysis. As an example, the speaker may use 
CIRCUMLOCUTION several times when explaining the same word but each time describe different 
characteristics of the word. In this case, each individual attempt to explain the word is counted as a 
separate occurrence of the use of the strategy. Sometimes the informant may seem to be using two or 
even three strategies simultaneously. Any overlapping is analyzed case by case taking into account 
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the intended meaning of the speaker and the meaning that the expression carries. An example of 
overlapping strategy usage is presented below: 
 
Jarmo  yeah no: the judge gives out- it’s also the symbol of that law system- lady 
Marika  justice? 
 
In the example Jarmo manages to explain the word JUSTICE by referring to the Roman goddess of 
justice called Lady Justice in English. As a reference to a famous and commonly known object or 
character, Jarmo’s attempt is interpreted as a strategy of ASSOCATION. It could be argued whether 
Jarmo’s utterance was actually based on a use of COLLOCATION, “Lady Justice”, rather than an 
association. Here, however, the use of an associative strategy is seen stronger than the use of a 
collocation because of the explanation that precedes the word lady: the symbol of that law system.  
 
5.5 Statistical methods   
 
In the study, non-parametric statistical tests are used to test the level of significance of the results. 
Non-parametric tests are used with variables measured on ordinal or nominal scales. Variables on an 
ordinal scale are arranged according to the degree of a certain characteristic. A common example of 
an ordinal scale is an opinion survey, such as the Likert scale, that measures the degree of agreement 
of the respondents. Variables on a nominal scale, on the other hand, cannot be arranged in any order 
as they represent different groups with different characteristics. Thus, they can only be tested for 
similarity or differences (Valli, 2001: 21-7, 71). Parametric tests such as Student’s t test could have 
been used for continuous parameters like time (in seconds), but the test is limited for normally or 
nearly normally distributed values; a requirement that was not always met by the data of the study. 
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Therefore, non-parametric tests were used instead. Next, the significance tests used in the study are 
introduced briefly (ibid. 72-80).  
 
Chi square test  
The statistical test most used in the current study is Chi square test that tests for an association 
between two or more variables. The most important value given by the test is p-value which shows 
whether the gained result is statistically significant or not (See chapter 6 for the definition of the 
significance levels). In the study Chi square test is used mostly for testing the differences between 
the performances of introvert and extrovert informants. The results of a Chi square test are presented 
in parentheses in the text, showing three values: x2-value, degrees of freedom and p-value. 
 
Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test 
Contrary to Chi square test, Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test use variables measured on 
an ordinal scale. The first can be used only to compare data from two groups, while the latter can 
compare the independent data from several groups. In the study, the two tests were used, for example, 
when comparisons of the times spent in reaching the solution when different CSs were used were 
made. As for the results, the same values as when presenting a Chi square test result are shown for a 
Kruskal-Wallis test, while the following values are presented for Mann-Whitney U tests: u-value, z-
value and p-value. 
 
As described in the first chapter, the study has three main hypotheses. It was assumed that the CS use 
of introvert and extrovert speakers differs, that the efficiency of the CSs varies, and lastly, that 
extroverts employ the most efficient CSs more than introverts. The next chapter presents the results 
and findings of the current study. Firstly, to give an overall picture, general results and findings from 
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the study are presented. Secondly, the three hypotheses of the study are covered in sections 6.1-6.3, 
respectively. Finally, other findings that were made during the study are presented in section 6.4.  
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6. Results 
 
During the communicative tasks, the 37 informants used 796 CSs altogether (Appendix 4; Table 3.). 
92% of them (729) were used by the explainers and the rest, 8%, by the guessers (Figure 1.).  
 
 
Figure 1. Individual strategies used by explainers and guessers 
 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the CS use between extrovert and introvert informants. 466 of the 
strategy uses were by the 21 extrovert informants and 330 by the 16 introverts (22,2 and 
20,6/informant, respectively). The eventual difference in the number of strategies used by introverts 
and extroverts proved statistically non-significant (x2=0,046, df=1, p=0,829).1 The result does not 
support the hypothesis that the strategy use between introverts and extroverts differs in terms of 
quantity. The CS use of introverts and extroverts as explainers and guessers is evaluated in section 
6.1.  
 
 
                                                             
1 Unless otherwise stated, the Chi square test is used. The significance levels referred to are: p ≤ 0,05 is statistically 
significant, p ≤ 0,01 is highly statistically significant, and p ≤ 0,001 is very highly statistically significant.  
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Figure 2. Individual strategies used by extroverts and introverts 
 
In a typical case, the explainer would use a CS after another until the guesser came up with the 
correct answer. On average, the explainers used 2,5 strategies (range, 1-11) to get a correct answer 
from the guesser. On average, getting to the correct answer took 25,0 seconds when the explainer 
was an extrovert, and 24,1 seconds, when the explainer was an introvert. The difference is not 
statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U: u=5370,0, z=-0,235, p=0,814).  
 
In unsuccessful cases, the explanation was abandoned midway, i.e., the strategy AVOIDING was 
used. All in all, the explanation was abandoned before the word was guessed on 39 occasions. On 25 
occasions AVOIDING was used by the explainer and on 14 occasions by the guesser. On average, 
the explaining of the word was stopped after 3.9 strategies were used by the explainer and 56 
seconds after starting the explanation. There was only one case of total avoidance of communication 
where the word was skipped without any attempt to explain it. AVOIDING is studied more 
thoroughly in section 6.3 that looks into the differences in the use of the CS. 
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In the analysis, the decisive strategies in leading to a successful explanation, that is, the last strategies 
used before the correct answers, have been studied carefully. Later, the decisive communication 
strategies are abbreviated to DCSs. All in all, 206 out of the 729 CSs used by the explainers were 
DCSs (Appendix 4; Table 4.). The DCSs are presented in Figure 3 according to the order of use and 
the user of the strategy. In the Figure the order of use is illustrated by different “rounds” that show 
how many CSs were used before the DCS. On 77 occasions the word was guessed after only one 
used strategy (the DCS), which is shown as the first round on Figure 3. On 45 occasions the word 
was guessed after two strategies were used (the second round, the 2nd CS being the DCS), and on 10 
occasions it took 6 to 11 strategies before the word was guessed. The DCSs are studied in more 
detail in section 6.2. 
 
 
Figure 3. Decisive communication strategies (DCSs)  
by order of use (rounds 1.-11.) and the user of DCS 
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6.1 The choice of communication strategies by introvert and extrovert speakers 
 
The first part of Hypothesis 1, that was covered earlier, concerned the quantity of the CS use of 
introverts and extroverts. This section concerns the second part of Hypothesis 1: the choice of CSs 
by introverts and extroverts. The CS uses of explainers and guessers were analyzed separately 
because of the major difference between the two roles. Naturally, a vast majority of the CSs were 
used by the explainers. The role of the explainer not only required more active participation but also 
allowed the usage of nearly all different strategies. Therefore, this study focuses mainly on the CSs 
usage of the explainers. The CS use of the guessers, which was restricted to a few categories only, is 
studied later in this section. 
 
Figure 4 presents the 11 CSs used by the explainers. The only type of CS not used at all was HELP. 
By far the most common strategy used was CIRCUMLOCUTION, with a total of 334 occurrences, 
46 % of all CS use, followed by LINGUISTIC (16 %) and ADJUSTING (11 %). SYNONYM (2 %) 
and COINING (1 occurrence, 0,1 %) were the least used categories.  
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Figure 4. Communication strategy use (%) of the explainers by strategy 
 
In Figure 5, the frequencies of all CSs used by extrovert and introvert explainers are compared (for 
all frequencies in numbers, see Appendix 4; Table 5). In the task, extrovert explainers used CSs 429 
times altogether (20,4 times/informant) and introvert explainers 300 times (18,8 times/informant). 
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Figure 5. Communication strategy use of  
introvert and extrovert explainers by strategy 
 
Figure 6 compares the same data showing the anomalies in the percentages of the CSs used by 
introverts and extroverts. Here, the differences in the frequencies can be better seen. When there is 
no difference in the use of the CS, the anomaly shows proximity to 50%, whereas a further distance 
to the 50% mark shows a greater difference in the CS uses. As the figure shows, there seems to be 
some differences in the use of MIME/GESTURE, AVOIDING, META-CONV and ADJUSTING. 
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Figure 6. Anomalies in communication  
strategy use (%) of introvert and extrovert explainers 
 
To further test Hypothesis 1, a calculation was made first with all data applied at once. No 
statistically significant difference was found in the choice of CS use between introvert and extrovert 
explainers in this overall assessment (x2=15,878, df=10, p=0,103). Secondly, the significance test 
was applied to each CS category, comparing the category in question to the group formed by all the 
remaining ones. The difference in the CS use of introvert and extrovert speakers was found 
statistically non-significant with only one exception: MIME/GESTURE. The difference in the use of 
MIME/GESTURE is highly significant (x2=6,936, df=1, p=0,008), as is also shown in the table 
below. A non-significant, but a suggestive result was found with ADJUSTING (extroverts, 9,6%; 
introverts, 14,0% of all CS use, respectively; p = 0.062). Therefore, MIME/GESTURE was the only 
                                                             
2 (x2=3,454, df=1, p=0,063) 
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CS that was found to be used more by extroverts, whereas introverts seem to have the tendency to 
use ADJUSTING more than extroverts.  
 
Table 3. Mime and gesture use by extroverts and introverts 
              
Communication strategy 
 
Extroverts 
 
Introverts 
 
Total 
       MIME/GESTURE 
 
26 * 6 
 
32 
All other CSs  403   294  697 
       Total 
 
429 
 
300 
 
729 
       *) p = 0.008 (Chi Square test) 
     
Guessers  
The guessers used three different CSs with the total of 67 occurrences out of which 37 were used by 
extroverts and 30 strategies by introverts (Figure 7, Appendix 4; Table 7.). The CSs used were HELP, 
COINING and AVOIDING. When comparing the CS use of the introverts and the extroverts, the 
calculation gave a non-significant result (x2=0,191, df=2, p=0,909). The p-value shows that there are 
no differences between introverts and extroverts whatsoever.  
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Figure 7. Communication strategy  
use of guessers by the user of strategy 
 
6.2 The efficiency of different communication strategies 
 
The second hypothesis is that the efficiency of different CSs varies in terms of how fast and/or 
frequently they lead to correct answers. Strategies used as DCSs can be seen as more efficient CSs 
than other strategies, as they are the ones that led to a solution in the task (see 6.). Thus, the 
efficiency of different CSs was measured by studying the DCSs.  
 
Firstly, the total number of the DCSs used is shown in Figure 8. CIRCUMLOCUTION, the most 
used strategy of all CSs, was also the most common DCS with 87 occurrences as the decisive 
strategy. CIRCUMLOCUTION is followed by LINGUISTIC (44) and ANTONYM (26).  
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Figure 8. Decisive communication strategy use by strategy 
 
Figure 9 presents the three most common DCSs according to their order of use (e.g. “rounds”, see 6.). 
CIRCUMLOCUTION has the most occurrences as a DCS on each round, except the second and the 
last rounds. When CIRCUMLOCUTION is not the most common DCS, it is the second most 
common, while LINGUISTIC is the most common one. On rounds 4 and 5 the two strategies have as 
many occurrences. The third most common CS as DCS, ANTONYM, is the second most common 
DCS on the first round, after which it has nearly no occurrences as a DCS.  
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Figure 9. CIRCUMLOCUTION, LINGUISTIC and ANTONYM 
as decisive communication strategies by order of use (Rounds 1.-11.) 
 
Secondly, the numbers and proportions of all DCSs were examined. The difference in the 
decisiveness among all CSs is highly significant (x2=41,687, df=10, p<0,001). Figure 10 presents the 
success rates for each CS, that is, how many of all occurrences of a CS proved decisive in the data. 
With only one occurrence, that proved successful, the success rate for COINING was 100%. Because 
of the misleading percentage result, the use of COINING cannot be properly studied here, and hence 
it was removed from the figure, as well. Two strategies, in particular, show high percentages in the 
calculation: ASSOCIATION and ANTONYM (67% and 65%, respectively). Although the greatest 
number of DCSs, 87 out of 207 (42%) was gained by using the most popular CS, 
CIRCUMLOCUTION, its success rate (26%) is low compared to many other CSs. Thus, 
ASSOCIATION and ANTONYM proved to be the most efficient CSs in that they lead to correct 
answers more frequently than the other CSs.  
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Figure 10. Proportions of decisive communication 
strategies (%) of all communication strategies used by strategy 
 
Thirdly, I examined which CSs brought correct answers the fastest. To study this, the 77 DCSs that 
lead into correct answers as the first CSs used for the word in question were examined. Table 4 
presents the 77 DCSs by strategy, the means, and the ranges of the times used in the explanation. The 
data is arranged in the order of fastest to slowest means. The strategies that appear to be the fastest in 
reaching a mutual understanding between two interlocutors, COLLOCATION and META-CONV, 
have only 3 occurrences (1 and 2, respectively), which is why they cannot be properly studied here. 
The CS with a third fastest mean is ANTONYM with a mean time of 5,5 seconds.  
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Table 4. Communication strategies used when a solution was reached 
by the first  use of a  strategy, and times needed for a solution by strategy. 
              
Communication 
 
Total 
 
Time to solution 
strategy 
   
Mean (s) 
 
Range (s) 
       (COLLOCATION 
 
1 
 
3 
 
3 
META-CONV 
 
2 
 
4 
 
3-5) 
ANTONYM 
 
22 
 
5,5 
 
3-13 
ASSOCIATION 
 
7 
 
6,3 
 
3-14 
ADJUSTING 
 
2 
 
8,5 
 
7-10 
CIRCUMLOCUTION   43   9,7   3-36 
       Total 
 
77 
 
7,9 
 
3-36 
 
A Kruskal-Wallis test was then run to test whether the differences in the times used in the 
explanations were statistically significant. The test compares the distributions of the times used when 
each DCS was applied. There were very highly significant differences among the DCSs (x2=19,762, 
df=5, p=0,001). On closer scrutiny, significant differences were found using the Mann-Whitney U 
test between CIRCUMLOCUTION and both ANTONYM (u=737,0, z=3,680, p<0,001) and 
ASSOCIATION (u=220,5, z=1,964, p=0,049). There was no significant difference between the latter 
two. Other differences were not sought for because of the small numbers in the other CSs (Table 4.).  
 
6.3 The efficiency of introvert and extrovert speakers as communicators 
 
In section 6.2, it was studied whether CSs vary in terms of efficiency (Hypothesis 2). As was found 
and presented in the previous section, the CSs did vary in terms of how often and fast they convey 
the message. In Hypothesis 3, it was assumed that there are differences in the efficiency of the CSs 
used by introverts and extroverts, more specifically, that the more efficient CSs are employed more 
often by extroverts than introverts. The hypothesis was tested by studying the 77 occasions when a 
correct answer was reached by the first use of a CS, that is, the first round of the DCSs.  
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Figure 11 shows the 77 strategies presented according to the user of the strategy (Appendix 4, Table 
11). 41 of the DCSs were used by extrovert and 36 by introvert explainers, the difference is non-
significant (x2=0,124, df=1, p=0,725). 
 
 
Figure 11. Communication strategies used by extroverts and 
introverts when a solution was reached by the first use of a CS 
 
In the figure, two CSs seem to show differences in the frequencies of introverts and extroverts: 
ANTONYM seems to be favored by extroverts and ASSOCIATION by introverts. However, when a 
significance test was done, the result was non-significant (x2=6,637, df=5, p=0,249). Thus, there are 
no differences in the uses of the most efficient CSs by introverts and extroverts.  
 
Different pairings 
In addition to the differences in efficiency between individual introvert and extrovert informants, the 
performances of the different pairings of the two personality types were studied, as well. Out of the 
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19 pairs of informants, 5 consisted of two extroverts (E-E), 10 of an extrovert and an introvert (E-I), 
3 consisted of two introverts (I-I), and lastly, one informant was accompanied by an assistant. I 
studied whether the pairs function differently depending on the personality combination of the two 
informants. The performance of the pair with the assistant is not included in the comparisons 
between the different pairings.  
 
First, the times of all successful explanations of the three different pair types were compared. 
Altogether E-E pairs used 219 CSs, E-I pairs 445 CSs and I-I pairs 119 CSs. There was no difference 
whatsoever in the CS use of the different pairs in terms of quantity (x2=0,030, df=2, p=0,985). On 
average, E-E pairs reached a correct answer in 22,8 seconds, E-I pairs in 27,9 seconds and I-I pairs in 
24,6 seconds. A Kruskal-Wallis test was run to test the differences in the times, but a non-significant 
result was found (x2=0,042, df=2, p=0,979). Thus, the performances of the three pair types did not 
differ in terms of time, when a correct answer was reached.  
 
AVOIDING 
The strategy of AVOIDING was studied specifically, since its use differs from that of other CSs. 
Instead of conveying the message, the use of AVOIDING leads to an unsuccessful explanation, 
therefore, it can be considered the most inefficient CS. The differences of introverts and extroverts, 
as well as the different pair types, in the use of AVOIDING are studied here.  
 
First, the times spent on the explanations until the use of AVOIDING were compared using Mann-
Whitney U test. There was some tendency towards shorter times by introverts, but no significant 
difference, when the user of the AVOIDING was the explainer (u=46,000, z=-1,743, p=0,081). 
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However, when the user of AVOIDING was the guesser, extroverts guessers used AVOIDING faster 
than introvert guessers (u=8,000, z=-2,108, p=0,035).  
 
 
Figure 12. Means (in seconds) of performance times  
until use of AVOIDING by four different pair types  
(e.g. E>I = extrovert as explainer, introvert as guesser) 
 
The differences in the use of AVOIDING were further studied by comparing the durations of the 
unsuccessful explanations of the different pairings. The figure above shows the four different pairs 
according to the combination of explainer and guesser by personality, E>E referring to a pair of two 
extroverts, E>I referring to a pair of an extrovert explainer and an introvert guesser, and so on. A   
significant result was found when a Kruskal-Wallis test was run (x2=9,472, df=3, p=0,024). In other 
words, the times for using AVOIDING differ between the four combinations of pairs. The figure 
implies that more time is used before the message abandonment when the explainer is an extrovert 
than when the explainer is an introvert. The differences between the pairs were studied using a 
Mann-Whitney U test.  
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Figure 13. Statistical differences (p-value) of the  
performance times until use of AVOIDING by four different  
pair types (e.g. E>I = extrovert as explainer, introvert as guesser) 
 
Figure 13 shows the results of the tests between different pairings, when proven significant3. Three 
of the four significant differences are between pairs that have different personality types as 
explainers. Thus, a final comparison with Mann-Whitney U test was done between two groups each 
consisting of two of the pair types; E>E and E>I pairs forming one group and I>E and I>I pairs the 
other group. The test result was highly significant (u=88,500, z=-2,688, p=0,007). Therefore, the key 
finding seems to be that AVOIDING is used faster, when the explainer is an introvert or, in other 
words, the explanation until the use of AVOIDING lasts longer, when the explainer is an extrovert.  
 
                                                             
3 E>E ja E>I (u=28,500, z=-0,602, p=0,547) 
E>E ja I>E (u=7,000, z=-2,322, p=0,020) 
E>E ja I>I (u=5,000, z=-2,211, p=0,027) 
E>I ja I>E (u=50,000, z=-1,480, p=0,139) 
E>I ja I>I (u=26,500, z=-2,017, p=0,044) 
I>E ja I>I (u=20,000, z=-1,986, p=0,047) 
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6.4 Other findings 
 
In addition to testing the hypotheses, I studied whether there would be any difference between male 
and female informants as CS users. There was no statistical difference in the times of explanations, 
when both abandoned and successful explanations were included (Mann-Whitney U test: u=5781,0, 
z=-1,212, p=0,226). The mean for male explainers was 24,4s, while that of the females was 32,5s.  
 
The 14 terms chosen for the task (See 5.3, Table 1.) and their use was studied to see if different 
words caused different approaches in the explanations. As mentioned in section 5.3, the 14 terms 
were intended to include both common and challenging, abstract words, still matching the 
proficiency level of the university English majors. As planned, the words varied in terms of difficulty. 
This is demonstrated in the following figures.  
 
 
Figure 14. The avoidance rate (%) of the 14 words 
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First, the above figure shows in percentages how many times AVOIDING was used with each word. 
PURPOSE has the highest avoidance rate with 47%. In other words, the explanation of PURPOSE 
was abandoned in nearly half of the performances. Another word with a rather high avoidance rate is 
DUTY (37%), whereas three words were always successfully explained with no avoidance of 
communication (IMAGINATION, LUCK and TRANSPORTATION). The number of times the words 
were explained and the number of AVOIDING used with each word can be seen in Table 12, in 
Appendix 4.  
 
Secondly, the difficulty of a word can be evaluated by examining the number of strategies used in all 
the performances in order to explain the word. Figure 15 shows how many CSs in total were used 
during the explanations of the 14 words. The CSs used varied greatly, from 28 (TRUTH) to 94 
(COMMUNICATION). As each word was explained 17-19 times (see Appendix 4; Table 12), this 
means that in more than 50% of the cases, TRUTH was guessed after one strategy was used. In these 
cases, the DCS was often ANTONYM. On the other hand, the 94 CSs used for explaining 
COMMUNICATION included 41 uses of CIRCUMLOCUTION alone.  
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Figure 15. Total number of strategies used during the explanations of the 14 words 
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7. Discussion  
 
The aim of this study was to compare the communication strategy (CS) usage of introvert and 
extrovert Finnish speakers of English and to study the characteristics of different CSs. I had three 
hypotheses. First, there were expected to be differences in the CS use of introvert and extrovert 
speakers, both in terms of quantity and choice of CSs. Second, it was assumed that different CSs 
vary in terms of efficiency, as they are used to convey the message between two interlocutors. To 
test this hypothesis, it was studied how often each CS appears in a decisive role, and how fast they 
are in delivering the message. Third, extroverts were assumed to use the most efficient strategies 
more than introverts, as they were reckoned to be more experienced communicators. Regarding 
Hypotheses 1 and 3, no great differences were found between the CS use of introverts and extroverts. 
Introverts and extroverts were found to be rather alike in their CS use, with few exceptions. However, 
different CSs varied much in their efficiency to convey a message (Hypothesis 2). When compared 
to previous studies on CS use of introverts and extroverts, similar results have been found before, as 
well. Many studies conducted earlier show only small differences in the CS use between introvert 
and extrovert language learners. Thus, this study offers new knowledge mainly about the efficiency 
of various CSs.  
 
Data collection methods 
The communicative task used in collecting the data naturally affects the results. Results gained from 
using a structured task cannot fully be applied to real-life communication, where social intercourse is 
often spontaneous and unrestricted. Although in language contact situations and L2 communication, 
in particular, defining and explaining unknown terms to a language learner is not at all uncommon, 
circumstances where a person tries to explain a word to someone else but is unable or unwilling to 
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say it out loud are certainly rare in naturally occurring communicative situations. Unlike in natural 
communicative situations, the informants have a specific goal that they are trying to, and are also 
instructed to, reach, which may motivate them to be more persistent in succeeding in the task.  
 
If the task indeed causes the informants to seek for mutual understanding more eagerly than in 
natural circumstances, it should be taken into consideration in the assessment of some of the results. 
First of all, there might be greater differences in the overall CS use of introverts and extroverts in 
terms of quantity (Hypothesis 1) had the data consisted of naturally occurring communicative 
situations. Perhaps, in real life either introverts or extroverts would abandon the explanation earlier, 
which would show as a lower number of CSs used in the data. Secondly, a natural setting might 
influence the informants’ choice of CSs. It is possible that strategies such as AVOIDING and 
ADJUSTING, that do not convey the message precisely or at all, would be more common in real-life 
communication where a total mutual understanding is not always necessary. On the other hand, 
LINGUISTIC, that is common when the use of the exact form of the word is necessary, might not 
occur as often as in the current data. If, in the future, a study on the CS use of extrovert and introvert 
L2 speakers of English was conducted using naturally occurring data, a comparison could be made 
with the results of the current study.  
 
As described above, the present study employed a strict structure for CS use and yielded fewer 
differences between introverts and extroverts than expected. It could be suggested, that the highly 
structured communicative task accounts for the fewer differences between the two personality types. 
Had the degree of freedom in the communicative task been higher, the impact of the personality on 
the CS use might have also been greater.  
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The game where the task originates, ALIAS, is a very popular board game in Finland, and it is likely 
that many or most of the informants have also played it before. There is, however, one notable 
difference in playing the actual game and performing the task of the study; the original ALIAS has a 
time limit for the explanations. While the informants of this study could spend as much time as was 
needed to perform the task, in ALIAS, one must be very efficient in both explaining and guessing, as 
the time plays a significant role in succeeding in the game. Therefore, it is possible that some 
informants attempted to perform fast out of habit from having played the board game before. This 
might show in the performance times, and thus have an effect on the efficiency calculations. 
However, the informants were aware of there being no time limit in the task, and there were few who 
seemed to perform in a hurried manner.  
 
It could also be argued, that the results could have been different if different words were chosen for 
the task. Due to words such as TRUTH, CSs such as ANTONYM had many occurrences. On the 
other hand, it could be said that the selection of the terms was successful, as they varied greatly in 
terms of difficulty in the explanations. The profiles of the CS use for each word also varied rather 
much, which is good for the study. Finally, it should be pointed out, that the results of the current 
study lean heavily on the analysis and interpretation of the taxonomy used. Had the categorization of 
the CSs been different, there might have been some alterations in the current results.  
 
Hypothesis 1 
Hypothesis 1 was partly rejected, as it was found that the CS use of introverts and extroverts does not 
differ in terms of quantity (see chapter 6.). The p-value, when the numbers of all CSs used were 
compared, was 0.96. Hence, rather than there being a difference, the CS use in terms of quantity is 
almost identical between introverts and extroverts. The result contradicts the findings of 
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Kaivanpanah and Yamouty (2009) who found extroverts to be using more CSs than introverts 
(section 4.4). The reason for the contradictory results may lie in the different data collection methods. 
The informants in the reference study answered in a questionnaire, thus, they evaluated their personal 
CS use themselves, whereas in the current study the researcher could observe and analyze the CS use 
of the informants in action. Moreover, the informants in Kaivanpanah and Yamouty’s study 
evaluated their CS use in naturally occurring communicative situations, while the CSs observed in 
this study are used in a highly structured task. As mentioned earlier, the different situations are likely 
to bring out different CSs. Furthermore, the rather strict research structure of the present study may 
have prevented the appearance of personality difference to some extent.  
 
For the second part of Hypothesis 1, that was concerned with the choice of CSs, explainers and 
guessers were evaluated separately (section 6.1). When all CSs used by the explainers were assessed 
together, no difference was found in the choice of CSs between introverts and extroverts. The same 
calculations were then made comparing each CS to all other CSs as a group. Using this method a 
statistical difference was found in the use of MIME/GESTURE and a suggestive difference in the 
use of ADJUSTING; MIME/GESTURE was used more by the extrovert explainers and 
ADJUSTING appeared to be used more by the introverts. In Kaivanpanah’s and Yamouty’s (2009) 
study, extroverts were also found to use mime more than introverts (See 4.4). However, they also 
found extroverts to be using Approximation more than introverts, whereas introverts were found to 
have a preference to ADJUSTING (equivalent to Approximation) in the current study.  
 
As for the guessers, no statistical difference was found in the CS use of extroverts and introverts. 
Table 7 (see 6.1) shows that both in terms of quantity and CS choice, the proportions of the CSs used 
by introverts and extroverts comply with the number of introvert and extrovert informants in the 
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study (16 and 21, respectively). The Chi square test proved that the two personality types are, in fact, 
very alike in their CS use as guessers (p = 0.9). 
 
Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 was that the efficiency of different CSs varies in how fast and/or how often the 
message is conveyed by using them. To test the hypothesis, the last strategies used before a correct 
answer, decisive communication strategies (DCSs), were studied, as they were seen as being decisive 
in the informants reaching the solution in the task. First, the numbers of all CSs used as DCSs were 
compared (Figure 8, section 6.2). The CSs most used as DCSs were CIRCUMLOCUTION (87 
times), LINGUISTIC (44 times) and ANTONYM (26 times). As the figure shows, on the first 
“round”, e.g., when the word was guessed after one CS used, CIRCUMLOCUTION is the most used 
CS as a DCS, followed by ANTONYM. On the second round, where the second CS used is the DCS, 
and the following rounds, CIRCUMLOCUTION and LINGUISTIC are the most common DCSs. 
Thus, CIRCUMLOCUTION, LINGUISTIC and ANTONYM seem to convey the message more 
often than the other CSs. 
 
Next, the proportions of how many of the certain CSs used are DCSs were studied (Figure 10). The 
percentages show that the most common CSs in general are not necessarily the most efficient ones, 
as only 26% of all occurrences of CIRCUMLOCUTION were DCSs. There were two strategies with 
a decisiveness rate more than 50 %: ASSOCIATION (67%) and ANTONYM (65%).  
 
The result shows the different nature and function of the CSs. CIRCUMLOCUTION conveys 
important information about the word’s characteristics, and can be used in any situation as long as 
the speaker’s language skills are sufficient enough for him or her to describe and define the unknown 
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term or concept. On account of the wide applicability of the CS, the uses of CIRCUMLOCUTION 
must include both accurate descriptions and definitions of the words, as well as approximate and 
lacking ones. This would explain the low success rate of the CS. As for LINGUISTIC, it focuses on 
the literal form of the word instead of the object or the concept the word represents. This means that 
the CS is used mainly when the base word is already known to the guesser but it has a wrong ending 
or word class, hence the need for LINGUISTIC. Therefore, some CSs must always have been used 
before using LINGUISTIC. This is proved in Table 8 which shows that there were no occurrences of 
LINGUISTIC in the first round.  
 
On the other hand, ANTONYM, when one exists for the word in question, is very exact and precise 
and restricts the possible guesses to a few. For this reason, as much as 65% of the ANTONYMs used 
were DCSs. However, ANTONYM can only be used when an antonym clearly exists, and when the 
strategy is used, it cannot be used multiple times like CIRCUMLOCUTION which can be used again 
and again to explain different sides and perspectives of the word in question. Unlike the above 
mentioned CSs, ASSOCIATION is not very common as a CS. As in ANTONYM’s case, the use of 
ASSOCIATION is limited as only some words carry strong associations. What is more, the use of 
ASSOCIATION can be successful only when both interlocutors are aware of the connection between 
the word and what it is referred to. The following example from the data demonstrates this. When 
explaining JUSTICE, Hanna refers to a well-known line in a movie assuming her interlocutor to 
know the same line, and so come up with the word. However, Karoliina admits not to know the line, 
and thus the explanation has to continue with another CS. 
 
Hanna  -You know the Batman films  
Karoliina yes 
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Hanna  the new ones 
Karoliina yes 
Hanna  and the joke that what is Batman always 
Karoliina uhm 
Hanna  -saying like we must have 
Karoliina oh I- 
Hanna  [uh] 
Karoliina -don’t know Batman that well, we must have order? 
 
Finally, the second hypothesis was tested by comparing the times spent in the 77 DCSs of the first 
round (Table 10). ANTONYM proves the fastest CS in conveying the message with a mean of 5,5 
seconds before the correct answer. Second fastest is ASSOCIATION whose mean is 6,3 seconds. As 
discussed earlier, using CIRCUMLOCUTION requires more time; it is the slowest CS of the most 
efficient CSs with a mean of 9,7 seconds.     
 
The three aspects from which the efficiency of the CSs was studied were; how often the CS proved 
decisive, how big a proportion of the overall use of the CS proved decisive, and how fast the CS 
conveyed the message. Considering all three questions, the most efficient CSs in the taxonomy used 
in the study were ANTONYM and ASSOCIATION. The two CSs were efficient both in terms of 
time and in terms of how often they proved decisive. However, ANTONYM and ASSOCIATION 
are impractical, and their use is limited to certain occasions. CIRCUMLOCUTION’s asset is its 
general usability, although it is not as fast in conveying the message. Still, CIRCUMLOCUTION is 
the strategy that the informants relied on the most, which must not be understated.  
 
Studying the use of the DCSs alone does not reveal the whole truth about the efficiency of CSs. For 
instance, in a case where the explainer has used four CSs before the guesser comes up with the 
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correct answer, it is not only the fourth strategy that lead to the guessing of the word explained, but 
the three strategies before the DCS, as well. In other words, it is more likely that the combination of 
the various CSs together makes the guesser guess correctly, rather than the last strategy used only. 
However, with the current data, it is impossible to study the train of thought of the guesser, or which 
CSs, in particular, helped him or her come up with the correct answer.  
 
Studying the efficiency of different CSs using the current data is slightly problematic also with 
regard to the performance times. The explanations do not only include the CS use of the explainer, 
but as for the longer performances in particular, time is also spent on the interlocutor’s attempts on 
guessing the word and even on non-related conversation. Another issue worthy of mention is the 
repetition of a CS. In section 5.4 it was explained that the repetitive use of the same strategy would 
not be counted but as only one CS used. The repetitive use of a CS occurred occasionally, and thus, it 
may have affected some of the performance times. For these reasons, only the performance times of 
the first round, when the word was guessed after one used CS, could be evaluated in terms of 
efficiency.    
 
Hypothesis 3 
In Hypothesis 1, it was found that the choice of CS does not differ between introvert and extrovert 
speakers but in the case of one CS, MIME/GES, only. However, the different CSs were found to 
vary in terms of efficiency in conveying the message (Hypothesis 2). Finally, for the third hypothesis, 
it was studied whether extroverts tend to rely on the more efficient CSs more than introverts. As 
nearly no differences were found in the choice of CSs by introverts and extroverts in general, the 
evaluation of Hypothesis 3 focused on the most “efficient” use of CSs, e.g. the CSs as DCSs. Thus, 
the 77 DCSs that lead to the correct answer on the first try were studied in order to test the 
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hypothesis. In relation to Hypothesis 3, the current study could not find statistical differences in the 
uses of the most efficient CSs by introvert and extrovert informants.  
 
First of all, the rejection of Hypothesis 1 inevitably contributes to the rejection of Hypothesis 3. As 
the differences in the choice of CS between introvert and extrovert speakers in general were only 
found to be few, a more narrow assessment of the same data can be expected to result in similar 
findings. In addition, the data that was studied for testing Hypothesis 3 was small. Since the 
occurrences on the first round of DCSs were few (only two of the six CSs had more than 10 
occurrences) the hypothesis could not be properly evaluated for the part of the most efficient CSs.  
 
Different pairings 
As the results did not show efficiency differences between the CS use of extrovert and introvert 
informants, I studied whether the performances of different pairings would differ in terms of 
efficiency. By different pairings, the following combinations of pairs by personality type are meant: 
extrovert-extrovert, extrovert-introvert and introvert-introvert (abbreviated as E-E, E-I and I-I pairs, 
respectively). When the performance times of successful explanations between the different pairings 
were compared, no difference was found.  
 
AVOIDING 
Unlike with all other CSs, the use of AVOIDING does not aid the conveying of the message in any 
way, but instead, the message is abandoned when the CS is used. In some taxonomies, message 
abandonment is placed under a title “reduction strategies”, a name which describes its negative effect 
on interaction well. The goal of mutual understanding is given up on, and thus the communication 
problem remains unsolved (Dörnyei and Scott, 1997: 188, 196, Nakatani, 2006: 151). As the task 
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was based in an actual game, the use of AVOIDING can be compared to giving up or even admitting 
to defeat. Considering the nature of the task, there may have been more pressure on the informants to 
succeed in the explanations than had the data consisted of naturally occurring communication. Thus, 
the task setting gives even more reason to study the use of AVOIDING and find out who was the one 
to give up on the explanation and why.  
 
Interesting results were found when AVOIDING was studied more thoroughly. First, the uses of 
AVOIDING by explainers and guessers were analyzed separately. Surprisingly, extrovert guessers 
were found to use AVOIDING faster than the introvert guessers (p=0,035). As the result was not 
expected, the cause of the difference can only be speculated upon. A possible explanation could be 
the tendency of extroverts to lose their interest or focus in low-stimulation situations (See section 
4.2). If the explainer seems to be stuck in the explanation and no progress is made towards finding 
the correct answer, the extrovert guesser might suggest abandoning the task out of frustration or due 
to impatience caused by the situation.  
 
Secondly, the durations of the explanations until the use of AVOIDING by the four different pair 
types (E>E, E>I, I>E, I>I) were compared. A significant difference was found, when a Kruskal-
Wallis test was run, after which differences were sought for between all different pairings using a 
Mann-Whitney U test (altogether six combinations, when two different pairs are compared at once). 
Figure 13 shows the four comparisons where a significant difference in the durations was found. The 
findings indicated a difference in the performance times depending on the personality type of the 
explainer, in particular. Thus, the performances of the two groups consisting of the E>E and E>I, and 
I>E and I>I pairs, respectively, were compared. As the previous findings implied, a highly 
significant difference was found between the two groups, extroverts as explainers being the ones to 
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use more time in the explanation before AVOIDING was used, whereas the message is abandoned 
faster, when the explainer is an introvert.  
 
As described above, the differences in the use of AVOIDING were clear. When AVOIDING was 
used by the guessers, extroverts were found to employ the strategy faster than the introvert guessers. 
However, when the explainer was an extrovert, more time was used in the explanation until the use 
of AVOIDING than when the explainer was an introvert. Certainly, both extrovert and introvert 
informants struggled in their explanations during the unsuccessful performances. Nevertheless, the 
highly significant result (p=0,007) proves that the explanation of an extrovert lasts longer than that of 
an introvert, although both eventually end with the use of AVOIDING. The extrovert explainer 
seems to be more persistent than an introvert explainer in his or her explanation, despite the 
communication problems that are faced in the task. Although the assumed communication 
experience of extroverts does not show in more efficient use of the CSs, it might be the factor behind 
their higher level of engagement in the conversation compared to introverts.  
 
Further studies should be made to support and confirm the results and observations of the current 
study in terms of the use of AVOIDING. However, based on the results above, it could be suggested 
that an extrovert performs better in the more active role of an explainer, whereas an introvert can 
focus better compared to an extrovert as the guesser. In the future, research could be also done to 
further study the roles that introverts and extroverts thrive in and adopt in different social contexts.  
 
Other findings 
In their study on the CS use of Iranian language students and various factors affecting it, 
Kaivanpanah et al. (2012: 84, 89-91) found some differences in the CS use of male and female 
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informants. Compared to males, female informants used more strategies that were social in nature. 
The result is explained by possible greater interest in social activities and by the different social roles 
adopted by men and women. Some differences in CS use were also found when the language 
proficiency levels of the female and male informants were standardized. The current study, however, 
did not find differences in the CS use of men and women. If the results of the study by Kaivanpanah 
et al. (2012) do reflect the gender roles of the Iranian society, as assumed by the researchers, then it 
is no surprise that the findings may differ from the findings made in studies from other cultures and 
societies. Rather, it could mean that the current results reflect the gender roles in the Finnish society. 
However, much cannot be said about the male-female differences, as the focus of the study was on 
the personality factor, and thus the question of gender was not thoroughly studied.  
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8. Conclusion 
 
The purpose of the study was to compare the communication strategy (CS) usage of introvert and 
extrovert L2 speakers of English. The data used in the study consisted of communicative task 
recordings of 37 Finnish university students in their first and second year of English language studies. 
The study had three hypotheses: 
 
1. The CS usage differs between introvert and extrovert speakers both in terms of quantity of 
CS use and choice of CSs (Ahmadian and Yadegari, 2009). The hypothesis is that this also 
applies to Finnish speakers. 
2. The efficiency of different CSs varies. Some strategies convey the message faster and/or 
more frequently than others.  
3. As more experienced communicators, extrovert speakers tend to choose more efficient 
strategies than introvert speakers.  
 
Hypothesis 1 was rejected for the most part, as no differences were found in the quantity of CS use 
between introvert and extrovert users. In addition, the choice of CS also differed in only one CS; 
MIME/GESTURE was favored by extroverts.  
 
The CSs were found to vary greatly in terms of efficiency (Hypothesis 2). Two CSs especially 
showed great ability to convey the message both frequently and fast: ANTONYM and 
ASSOCIATION. In addition to the two CSs, CIRCUMLOCUTION had the most uses of all CSs and 
all DCSs. However, using CIRCUMLOCUTION might turn into long explanations, and thus, the 
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strategy is not always fast in getting the message across, whereas both ANTONYM’s and 
ASSOCIATION’s weakness is the fact that their use is restricted to certain circumstances.  
 
The study did not find differences in the CS use of introverts and extroverts in terms of the most 
efficient CSs (Hypothesis 3). Instead, some interesting findings were made on the use of AVOIDING 
by studying both introverts and extroverts as individuals and combinations of different pairs types. 
All uses of AVOIDING could be considered inefficient uses of CSs, and thus, irrelevant for the study 
considering its focus on the efficient use of CSs. However, the findings on the differences in the uses 
of AVOIDING by introverts and extroverts bring more knowledge about the two personality types as 
communicators. Extroverts were found to engage in the role of the explainer more persistently, as 
their explanations lasted longer compared to those of the introvert explainers, when the explainer 
was faced with difficulties. Yet, as guessers extroverts used AVOIDING faster than introvert 
guessers, which could be explained by the frustration that an extrovert feels in a low-stimulation 
situation. In conclusion, the more active role of an explainer seems to suit extroverts better, while an 
introvert can focus better as a guesser.  
 
Although the CS use of introverts and extroverts has been studied rather much over the years, 
regarding the choice of CSs by introverts and extroverts, the various studies continue to arrive at 
partly contradictory results, aligning with each other in some aspects and contradicting each other in 
others. The current study also shares some of its findings with other studies (Kaivanpanah and 
Yamouty (2009): MIME/GESTURE favored by extroverts), while it also contradicts some other 
findings from previous studies (Kaivanpanah and Yamouty (2009): extroverts use more CSs). This is 
partly caused by the different research methods and taxonomical tools in different studies.  
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This study can be said to have brought something more to the field of CS studies. Through this study 
more knowledge was gained about the individual CSs, their usability, and how they function in 
practice. Some of the CSs were found to be rather limited in their use (ANTONYM, ASSOCIATION, 
LINGUISTIC), whereas CIRCUMLOCUTION showed great usability, as it could be applied easily 
in any situation. The CSs seemed to also complement each other, when used together (LINGUISTIC).  
More knowledge was also gained about the efficiency of CSs, which has not been studied much. 
Thus, it is suggested that further studies should be made on the efficiency of various CSs and the 
differences in the efficient CS use between introverts and extroverts.  
 
Finally, the communicative task used in the study proved an effective way to collect data on CS use, 
as it not only brought out a variety of different CSs, but also the amount of data, that was collected 
through the task, was vast. Therefore, the task could be applied for pedagogical purposes as a tool for 
teaching CSs and their use. Furthermore, findings made on the efficiency of various CSs allow for 
developments in pedagogical uses of CSs.  
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Appendix 1. The short scale EPQ-R test with scoring key 
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Short Scale EPQ-R Scoring Key 
 
P Yes: 10, 14, 22, 31, 39 
 No: 2, 6, 18, 26, 28, 35, 43    12 
 
E Yes: 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 32, 36, 44, 48 
 No: 27, 41      12 
 
N Yes: 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46 12 
 
L Yes: 4, 16, 45 
 No: 8, 12, 20, 24, 29, 33, 37, 40, 47   12  
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Appendix 2. The invitation to participate in the research 
 
Henna Valmari 
valmari@student.uef.fi 
 
Kutsu osallistua tutkimukseen  
 
 
 
Olen englannin pääaineopiskelija Itä-Suomen yliopistossa ja työskentelen parhaillaan pro gradu-
tutkielmani parissa. Tutkimukseni kohteena on ihmisen luonteen vaikutus hänen 
viestintätaipumuksiinsa ja kommunikaatioonsa toisella kielellä, englannilla. Tutkimuksen 
aineistonkeruu sisältää kaksi vaihetta: persoonallisuustestin sekä lyhyen pareittain suoritettavan 
kommunikatiivisen tehtävän, joka tallennetaan videokameralla. Tutkimukseen osallistuminen on 
vapaaehtoista. 
 
Aineistonkeruun yhteydessä osallistujat ilmoittavat itsestään seuraavat taustatiedot: ikä, sukupuoli, 
äidinkieli sekä suoritettu englannin kielen oppimäärä vuosissa. Aineistoa käsittelee vain aineiston 
keräävä tutkija ja sitä käytetään ainoastaan aihetta koskeviin tutkimustarkoituksiin. Tutkimusaineisto 
anonymisoidaan, jotta tutkittavien henkilöiden henkilöllisyys pysyy salassa tutkimusjulkaisun 
lukijoille. Aineisto säilytetään siihen asti, kunnes tutkimus on päättynyt ja tutkimuksen tulosten 
oikeellisuus on tarkastettu. Tämän jälkeen aineisto hävitetään luottamuksellisena asianmukaisesti.   
 
Kiitos mielenkiinnostasi ja yhteistyöhalukkuudestasi, 
 
______________________________________ 
Henna Valmari 
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Lupa 
 
Annan luvan videoida suorittamani kommunikatiivisen tehtävän. Luvan ehdot ovat seuraavat. 
 
Videonauhoitetta käytetään aineistona vain tutkimustarkoituksiin, ja sitä käsittelee ainoastaan 
aineiston keräävä tutkija. Tutkittavien henkilöiden tietosuoja turvataan muuttamalla nimet ja muut 
henkilön tunnistamiseen mahdollistavat tiedot julkaistussa tutkimusmateriaalissa. Tutkimusaineisto 
hävitetään luottamuksellisena asianmukaisesti, kun tutkimus on päättynyt ja tutkimuksen tulosten 
oikeellisuus on tarkastettu.  
 
Luvan voi halutessaan perua jälkikäteen. Sekä tutkijalla että tutkittavalla on mahdollisuus katsoa 
videonauha näin halutessaan.  
 
Joensuussa  __ / __ 
 
_____________________________________ 
Allekirjoitus 
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Appendix 3. The communicative task performance of MIJ and FEJ 
Identity codes: 
MIJ   M=male, I=introvert, J=Janne (changed) 
FEJ   F=female, E=extrovert, J=Jasmin (changed) 
 
Strategies: 
Getting help 
Using mime or gesture 
Avoiding communication partially or totally 
Adjusting or approximating the message 
Coining words 
Using a circumlocution 
Using a synonym 
Using an antonym 
Using an association 
Using a collocation 
Linguistic strategies 
Meta-conversational strategies  
 
Other color codes: 
WORD SET A   (Imagination, Success, Purpose,Transportation, Luck, Identity, Justice) 
WORD SET B  (Intelligence, Duty, Prejudice, Poverty, Truth, Failure, Communication) 
[…]   Explanation of the situation by the researcher 
 
Transcript symbols and other codes: 
0:06 0:23 duration of the explanation of a single word 
((…))  notes on mime and gesture made by the researcher 
[…]  overlapping talk 
…-  utterance stopped midway 
(…)  unclear expression 
…:  prolonged phoneme or phone 
*…*  talk in low volume 
…!  exclamation  
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MIJ and FEJ 
 
MIJ so, i am Janne 
FEJ and i’m Jasmin 
MIJ which one of us will start 
FEJ do you wanna- i i can start 
MIJ okay yeah 
IMAGINATION 0:06 0:23 
FEJ okay this is uh when in your head ((points to her head)) you think of something which probably isn’t 
even true you can just 
MIJ thought? 
FEJ no, no uh you can have a good this and you can like in your mind think very weird- weird stuff you 
know like stuff that aren’t true 
MIJ ((nods)) fantasy? 
FEJ yeah but kind of like well what is fantasy it comes from your 
MIJ imagination 
FEJ yeah exactly uh 
MIJ  [yes] 
SUCCESS 0:24 0:46 abandoned 
FEJ and then uh wha- wha- what is the people who has a lot of money or they can be good at work what 
is it. They’re this at their work or they’re mm wait, how can I mm ah well 
MIJ ( )? 
FEJ no but when you’re good at something you- you have this- this- you do well it’s kind of uh synonym 
you do well but it’s this- just this one word 
MIJ I can’t- can’t think of it right now 
FEJ okay I I skip it 
MIJ yeah 
FEJ uh 
PURPOSE 0:47 1:13 abandoned 
FEJ and when you do something usually it has some meaning like synonym for meaning what is it 
MIJ mm 
FEJ when you do you have- you have why you do it 
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MIJ intention? Reason?   
FEJ and still another word like. wha- I I can’t explain it differently but you a- 
MIJ          [uh okay I’m I’m thinking 
thinking of it uh 
FEJ like I’m- 
MIJ       [motive? 
FEJ kind of yeah but but just another word but- How can I  heh 
MIJ heh 
FEJ I heh I’m just thinking of something okay do you wan- I I can skip it 
MIJ yeah I I guessed so many so 
FEJ okay 
TRANSPORTATION 1:15 1:20 
FEJ what are all these like buses and trains and like public- 
MIJ public transport 
FEJ yeah and then 
MIJ -tation 
FEJ yeah, exactly uh 
MIJ  [yes] 
LUCK 1:21 1:27 
FEJ i-if you pick a four clover leaf you know ((draws in the air))  
MIJ ((nods)) 
FEJ what what is said to come good-  
MIJ good luck 
FEJ yeah 
MIJ [fortune luck 
FEJ yeah luck yeah and 
IDENTITY 1:28 1:54 abandoned 
FEJ then we all have this like our passports or this card what is it like 
MIJ mm 
FEJ it’s it’s called this like uhm 
MIJ ID 
FEJ yeah, ID but what is that proper word 
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MIJ indentificationnn 
FEJ yeah i-it’s that exactly but just say the word like the noun. You- you got it it’s that but just say the 
noun like. we- we all- all have this you can- you can like check it with your fingerprint ((presses her thumb on 
the table)) and 
MIJ I can’t remember hehheh  
FEJ but you- you almost said it wh- okay yeah 
MIJ inden-  in-  
FEJ yeah yeah yeah 
MIJ  [-dentification yeah. 
FEJ (it was part of it), it was identity but yeah 
MIJ identity!  
FEJ yeah. okay and and then 
JUSTICE 1:56 2:34 abandoned 
FEJ this is like- this is even in our laws like we all have same rights and there- therefore we have this 
same- like if you go- if you do something bad heh and you have to go to the- to the court- and uh but then 
we- we have this like they can’t charge us without any 
MIJ evidence? 
FEJ yeah yeah without any evidence but- 
MIJ         [proof] 
FEJ -because we- we have- you have to be uh like mm I’m not sure but I I think that in England the you 
know the law- law house- uh what is it- court house or something like that 
MIJ yeah court house 
FEJ it it can be sometimes called this also- I don’t know do- do I explain this uh 
MIJ I just can’t get it in my mind 
FEJ yeah I I probably explain it very badly heh  
MIJ no no 
FEJ But but it it was justice but 
MIJ ah justice 
FEJ yes but yeah okay 
MIJ well they are- they are not easy to explain 
FEJ yeah i- this word- yeah 
MIJ yeah 
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[AT THIS POINT THE ROLES OF THE EXPLAINER AND THE GUESSER ARE SWITCHED] 
 
INTELLIGENCE 2:41 3:39 abandoned 
MIJ so my turn uh- the first one hmm how should I explain this one uh this is kind of like a uh if you hmm 
*((mumbling to himself))* uh some uh it’s a notable feature for example in humans uh uh that uh 
FEJ uh looks? 
MIJ no uh something that uh the humans have compared to for example all the other animals ( ) feature 
FEJ               [instincts? 
MIJ no no no 
FEJ [I know I know] animals have instincts! heh 
MIJ yeah heh 
FEJ ( )  heh 
MIJ yeah uh and it’s- it’s an abstract thing 
FEJ mi- mind? 
MIJ nn  
FEJ no? 
MIJ quite close but yeah 
FEJ it- no it can’t be imagination I I had it.  
MIJ yeah 
FEJ uh Is this close? 
MIJ  [it’s kind of the uh kind of- kind of like the abst- opposite of the imagination in a sense 
FEJ uh 
MIJ it’s uh pretty different thing but uh in the same area kind of ((points to his head)) 
FEJ like I have- what- I I think I maybe-maybe I get it but li-like you can reason something like you 
MIJ yes, it has to do- do with reasoning 
FEJ what is it called I ( ) wait 
MIJ and uh there are I- IQ tests that 
FEJ okay 
MIJ measure this kind of  
FEJ ah 
MIJ ( ) to measure this 
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FEJ of course uh wait hm I- I can’t get it in my head, what was it? 
MIJ it was intelligence 
FEJ hm! Yeah exactly 
DUTY 3:42 4:08 abandoned 
MIJ and the next one is something uh that you are supposed to do. something you have a res- 
responsibility of doing 
FEJ in where -in ( ) 
MIJ well for example in a work- in work or 
FEJ uh what responsibility- no you- no it couldn’t be you said it 
MIJ something you have a responsibility of doing 
FEJ uh good work ( ) well what- what- uh mm in ev- every work place not just 
MIJ yeah it’s a very general word 
FEJ *(I don’t know) heh what what is that* 
MIJ I ( ) maybe I can- I’ll tell it. it’s duty 
FEJ ah: hm! *duty* 
PREJUDICE 4:13 5:04 abandoned 
MIJ the next one uh it’s kind of like a negative bias uh toward- towards something- at something this 
word 
FEJ in- in like- no, explain again heh 
MIJ you know like a negative bias toward- 
FEJ what is bias 
MIJ uh something like uh that you consider something for example negative without knowing of it. So uh 
you consi- consider something negative but you don’t really know anything about but you just 
FEJ oh so some as- assumption or something like 
MIJ yeah kind of very-ve- that’s very close  
FEJ mm 
MIJ to the word 
FEJ mm uh like clue? No no no not clue uh 
MIJ    [no no] 
FEJ can you explain it some other- other way. Is it close to some word? Heh 
MIJ heh 
FEJ like you know sounds the same heh 
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MIJ  [well, for examp-]  well uh this is for example towards uh for example black 
people  and  
FEJ ah 
MIJ kind of like that 
FEJ oh yeah yeah I I know I know it now in Finnish wait mm to- tolerance? no 
MIJ no 
FEJ ah well then I- I don’t know any words! Heh sorry  
MIJ Will I- will I say it- ah it’s okay. Will I say it 
FEJ yeah, say it 
MIJ yeah the word is prejudice 
FEJ ah okay. Li- like like from pride and prejudice like from 
MIJ yeah 
FEJ ah! 
MIJ prejudice yes 
FEJ ah 
MIJ and 
POVERTY 5:11 5:16 
MIJ next word is hmm well it’s pretty- pretty much the opposite of wealth 
FEJ poverty? 
MIJ yes 
FEJ wooh! 
MIJ heh  
FEJ first correct and in the first guess! heh 
MIJ  (      )                                       that was fast one 
FEJ yeah  
TRUTH 5:20 6:02 abandoned 
MIJ and okay this word could be also hm mm I don’t know how to explain this without using the word 
FEJ oh yeah it was- I had the same difficulty in some of the words 
MIJ but let’s- let’s say it’s again with the opposite it’s pretty much the opposite- opposite of something 
that is false 
FEJ right? correct? 
MIJ very close 
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FEJ mm ( ) uhm 
MIJ it’s very close 
FEJ but is it- is it a short word 
MIJ yes it is- it is a short one 
FEJ yes no. uh hh! what else- what else- can- can you try explain it like- say something and then it might 
pop into my head heh 
MIJ hehheh hmm 
FEJ correct no  
MIJ ((thinks for a moment)) I don’t know how to explain it the other way- other way 
FEJ okay maybe just 
MIJ yeah. Okay. the word is truth 
FEJ uh truth okay hm was that the last one 
MIJ there is two 
FEJ ah oh really! 
MIJ and uh 
FAILURE 6:09 6:17 
MIJ this one is  when       things-  
FEJ   [now I (have to)] 
MIJ -things don’t go the right way and and they go wrong so this is kind of the word for that kind of 
situation 
FEJ failure? 
MIJ yes 
FEJ oh really! 
MIJ  [yeah, you got it right 
FEJ yes! heh 
COMMUNICATION 6:20 6:24 
MIJ and the last one is for example speech between two (different __) 
FEJ         [communication? 
MIJ yes yes you got that one right too 
FEJ yeah I I get well towards the end 
MIJ hehheh 
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Appendix 4. Tables 
 
Table 1. Word sets A and B 
      
Sets 
 
Words 
   A 
 
IMAGINATION, SUCCESS, PURPOSE, TRANSPORTATION, LUCK, IDENTITY, JUSTICE 
B 
 
INTELLIGENCE, DUTY, PREJUDICE, POVERTY, TRUTH, FAILURE, COMMUNICATION 
     
 
 
Table 2. Taxonomy of communication strategies used in the current study 
          
Source 
 
Communication strategies 
 
Abbreviations 
     Oxford's taxonomy  Getting help 
 
HELP 
 
Using mime or gesture 
 
MIME/GESTURE 
  
Avoiding communication partially or totally 
 
AVOIDING 
  
Adjusting or approximating the message 
 
ADJUSTING 
  
Coining words 
 
COINING 
  
Using a circumlocution 
 
CIRCUMLOCUTION 
  
 
Using a synonym 
 
SYNONYM 
New categories Using an antonym 
 
ANTONYM 
  
Using an association 
 
ASSOCIATION 
  
Using a collocation 
 
COLLOCATION 
  
Linguistic strategies 
 
LINGUISTIC 
    Meta-conversational strategies   META-CONV 
 
 
Table 3. Communication strategy usage of the informants by 
personality and role in the task (explainer/guesser), in terms of quantity 
              
Strategy user 
 
Individual strategies used 
  
Extrovert 
 
Introvert 
 
Total 
       Explainer 
 
429 
 
300 
 
729 
Guesser   37   30   67 
       Total 
 
466 
 
330 
 
796 
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Table 4. Decisive communication strategies (CS) by order of use 
                                 
  
Order of CS used when found decisive (1-11 Rounds) 
User of strategy 
 
1.  
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6.-11. 
 
Total 
               Extrovert 
 
41 
 
28 
 
27 
 
13 
 
6 
 
6 
 
122 
Introvert   36   17   15   10   3   4   84 
               All 
 
77 
 
45 
 
42 
 
23 
 
9 
 
10 
 
206 
 
 
               
Table 5. Communication strategy usage by extrovert and introvert explainers 
              
Strategy 
 
Extrovert 
 
Introvert 
 
Total 
       CIRCUMLOCUTION 
 
206 
 
128 
 
334 
LINGUISTIC 
 
65 
 
52 
 
117 
ADJUSTING 
 
41 
 
42 
 
83 
ANTONYM 
 
23 
 
17 
 
40 
MIME/GESTURE 
 
26 
 
6 
 
32 
ASSOCIATION 
 
16 
 
14 
 
30 
AVOIDING 
 
14 
 
15 
 
29 
COLLOCATION 
 
15 
 
14 
 
29 
META-CONV 
 
15 
 
6 
 
21 
SYNONYM 
 
7 
 
6 
 
13 
COINING   1   0   1 
       Total 
 
429 
 
300 
 
729 
 
 
       
Table 6. Mime and gesture use by extroverts and introverts (Table 3 in the 
text) 
              
Communication strategy 
 
Extroverts 
 
Introverts 
 
Total 
       MIME/GESTURE 
 
26 * 6 
 
32 
All other CSs  403   294  697 
       Total 
 
429 
 
300 
 
729 
       *) p = 0.014 (Chi Square test) 
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Table 7. Communication strategy usage by extrovert and introvert guessers 
              
Strategy 
 
Extrovert 
 
Introvert 
 
Total 
       HELP 
 
27 
 
23 
 
50 
COINING 
 
1 
 
1 
 
2 
AVOIDING   9   6   15 
       Total 
 
37 
 
30 
 
67 
 
 
Table 8. Decisive communication strategies by order of use and communication strategy (CS) 
                              
  
 
Order of CS used when found decisive 
Communication strategy 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6.-11. 
 
Total 
               CIRCUMLOCUTION 
 
43 
 
13 
 
18 
 
7 
 
4 
 
2 
 
87 
LINGUISTIC 
   
18 
 
9 
 
7 
 
4 
 
6 
 
44 
ANTONYM 
 
22 
 
2 
 
1 
 
1 
     
26 
ASSOCIATION 
 
7 
 
3 
 
6 
 
3 
 
1 
   
20 
ADJUSTING 
 
2 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
   
2 
 
13 
COLLOCATION 
 
1 
 
2 
 
5 
       
8 
MIME/GESTURE 
   
2 
 
0 
 
2 
     
4 
META-CONV 
 
2 
 
0 
         
2 
COINING 
   
1 
 
0 
       
1 
SYNONYM 
   
1 
         
1 
AVOIDING               1           1 
               Total 
 
77 
 
45 
 
42 
 
24 
 
9 
 
10 
 
207 
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Table 9. Proportions of decisive  
communication strategies of all communication strategies used 
                
Strategy 
 
All 
 
Decisive 
 
% 
       (COINING WORDS 
 
1 
 
1 
 
100) 
ASSOCIATION 
 
30 
 
20 
 
67 
ANTONYM 
 
40 
 
26 
 
65 
LINGUISTIC 
 
117 
 
44 
 
38 
COLLOCATION 
 
29 
 
8 
 
28 
CIRCUMLOCUTION 
 
334 
 
87 
 
26 
ADJUSTING 
 
83 
 
13 
 
16 
MIME/GESTURE 
 
32 
 
4 
 
13 
META-CONV 
 
21 
 
2 
 
10 
SYNONYM 
 
13 
 
1 
 
8 
AVOIDING   29   1   3 
       Total 
 
729 
 
207 
 
28 
 
 
Table 10. Communication strategies used when a solution was reached 
by the first  use of a  strategy, and times needed for a solution by strategy. (Table 4 
in the text) 
              
Communication 
 
Total 
 
Time to solution 
strategy 
   
Mean (s) 
 
Range (s) 
       (COLLOCATION 
 
1 
 
3 
 
3 
META-CONV 
 
2 
 
4 
 
3-5) 
ANTONYM 
 
22 
 
5,5 
 
3-13 
ASSOCIATION 
 
7 
 
6,3 
 
3-14 
ADJUSTING 
 
2 
 
8,5 
 
7-10 
CIRCUMLOCUTION   43   9,7   3-36 
       Total 
 
77 
 
7,9 
 
3-36 
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Table 11. Communication strategies used by extroverts and 
introverts when a solution was reached by the first use of a CS 
            
 Communication 
 
Used by 
 
Total 
strategy 
 
Extroverts 
 
Introverts 
  CIRCUMLOCUTION 
 
21 
 
22 
 
43 
ANTONYM 
 
15 
 
7 
 
22 
ASSOCIATION 
 
2 
 
5 
 
7 
ADJUSTING  1  1  2 
META-CONV 
 
2 
 
0 
 
2 
COLLOCATION   1   0   1 
Total 
 
42 
 
35 
 
77 
 
 
Table 12. 14 terms used in the task, times when abandoned,  
 number of CSs used during the explanations of the word, and times explained 
              
Word explained 
 
AVOIDING 
 
CSs used 
 
Times 
explained* 
       PURPOSE 
 
8 
 
78 
 
17 
DUTY 
 
7 
 
73 
 
19 
IDENTITY 
 
5 
 
79 
 
18 
JUSTICE 
 
5 
 
65 
 
18 
POVERTY 
 
5 
 
56 
 
19 
INTELLIGENCE 
 
4 
 
65 
 
19 
PREJUDICE 
 
3 
 
46 
 
19 
COMMUNICATION 
 
2 
 
94 
 
19 
SUCCESS 
 
2 
 
44 
 
18 
TRUTH 
 
2 
 
28 
 
18 
FAILURE 
 
1 
 
35 
 
19 
IMAGINATION 
 
0 
 
44 
 
18 
LUCK 
 
0 
 
41 
 
18 
TRANSPORTATION 
 
0 
 
48 
 
18 
            
* The times vary as two words were once forgotten to explain by the explainer (TRUTH and 
PURPOSE) and the set A was once explained by the assistant whose performance was not included 
in the study. 
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 SUOMENKIELINEN TIIVISTELMÄ 
 
Strategisella kielenkäytöllä tarkoitetaan kielenoppijan interventiota kommunikaatiotilanteessa 
kielellisestä esteestä selviämiseksi. Esteenä kommunikaation ja viestinnän etenemiselle voivat olla 
kielenoppijan vajaat kielitaidot kommunikaatiotilanteessa, esimerkiksi sanaston puutteellisuus. 
Kommunikaatiostrategia (KS) on kielen oppijan käyttämä strateginen keino selviytyä suullisessa 
kommunikaatiossa esiintyvästä haasteesta tai esteestä.  
 
Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoitus on tutkia ja vertailla persoonallisuustyypiltään introverttien ja 
ekstroverttien toisen kielen puhujien KS-käyttöä. Tutkimuksen kohteena ovat suomalaiset englannin 
kielen puhujat. Hypoteeseja oli kolme: 
 
1. Introverttien ja ekstroverttien KS-käyttö eroaa sekä määrän että KS:ien valinnan suhteen.  
2. Eri KS:ien tehokkuus vaihtelee. Toiset strategiat välittävät viestin nopeammin ja/tai 
useammin kuin toiset.  
3. Kokeneempina kommunikoijina ekstroverteillä on taipumus valita tehokkaampia strategioita 
kuin introverteilla.  
 
Lisäksi, tuloksia vertaillaan aiempiin tutkimuksiin samasta aiheesta. Tärkeimmät vertailukohteet ovat 
seuraavat tutkimukset: Ahmadian ja Yadegari (2009) sekä Kaivanpanah ja Yamouty (2009).  
 
Teoreettinen viitekehys 
KS:ien tutkimus alkoi 1970-luvulla ja eteni vilkkaana tuottaen monia erilaisia taksonomisia 
luokitteluja tutkijoiden havainnoimista ja keksimistä strategioista. Tässä tutkimuksessa hyödynnettiin 
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Oxfordin (1990: 47-51) luokittelua, koska se on hyvin selkeä ja yksiselitteinen verrattuna moniin 
muihin taksonomioihin, minkä lisäksi sitä on käytetty paljon aiemmissa tutkimuksissa. Lukuisten 
taksonomioiden lisäksi eri tutkijat myös kehittelivät KS-käsitteelle omat määritelmänsä, jotka 
eroavat hieman toisistaan. Yleisesti eri määritelmistä on löydettävissä kolme yhdistävää piirrettä; 
KS:ien käyttö on tietoista ja tarkoituksellista, ja kohdistuu ongelmaan tai haasteeseen 
kommunikaatiossa. Vaikka kaikki kolme ehtoa eivät aina toteudu, kun KS:iä käytetään, ne kuvaavat 
hyvin KS:ien luonnetta ja tarkoitusta.  
 
KS:iä käyttävät sekä natiivipuhujat että kielen oppijat. Toisen kielen oppija tarvitsee strategioita 
erityisesti kompensoimaan vajaata kielitaitoaan, esimerkiksi sanaston ja kieliopin alueella. Toisen 
kielen puhujille KS:ien käyttö antaakin tilaisuuksia opetella kohdekieltä, jotta he tulisivat 
sujuvammiksi kielenkäyttäjiksi. Strategioita käyttämällä kielen oppija oppii, mikä on sallittua 
kielessä ja mikä ei, eli hän omaksuu kielen sääntöjä ja normeja.  
 
Introversio ja ekstroversio ovat persoonallisuuden ulottuvuuksia, jotka kuvaavat esimerkiksi 
seuraavia ihmisen luonteen ominaisuuksia: ulospäin suuntautuneisuus, riskinottokyky ja aktiivisuus. 
Introvertilla on taipumus viihtyä yksinäisyydessä, tehdä suunnitelmia ja pitäytyä tutussa, kun taas 
ekstrovertti on puhelias, aktiivinen ja ottaa riskejä. Introversio ja ekstroversio muodostavat jatkumon, 
jonka toiseen päähän sijoittuvat luonteeltaan erittäin introvertit, ja toiseen erittäin ekstrovertit ihmiset. 
Jatkumon ääripäiden väliin sijoittuu suurin osa ihmisistä, joiden luonteessa on piirteitä molemmista 
persoonallisuustyypeistä. Koehenkilöiden persoonallisuustyypin mittaamiseen käytettiin Eysenckin 
persoonallisuustestin, EPQ-R:n, lyhyttä versiota, joka sisältää 12 ekstroversiota mittaavaa kysymystä 
(Liite 1). Vain testin mukaan selvästi introvertit tai ekstrovertit valittiin mukaan tutkimukseen, eli 
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koehenkilöt, jotka osoittivat tasaisesti piirteitä molemmista persoonallisuustyypeistä, rajattiin sen 
ulkopuolelle.  
 
Metodologia 
Tutkimukseen osallistui 37 suomalaista Itä-Suomen yliopiston opiskelijaa, jotka opiskelevat 
englantia pää- tai sivuaineenaan. Heidät tavoitettiin ensimmäisen ja toisen vuoden opintojen 
englannin kurssien kautta. Koehenkilöiksi valittiin englannin opiskelijat, koska he ovat kaikki 
läpäisseet joko englannin pääsykokeen tai sivuainetasokokeen. Näin heidän kielitaitonsa ovat 
yhdenmukaiset, eivätkä mahdolliset erot vaikuta suuressa määrin tutkimuksen tuloksiin.  
 
Aineistonkeruun mallina käytettiin suomalaista ALIAS -peliä. Pelissä pelaaja yrittää selittää sanoja 
parilleen, jonka tehtävä on arvata sanat selittäjän mainitsematta niitä ääneen. Myös tutkimuksen 
kommunikatiivisessa tehtävässä koehenkilöt selittivät sanoja parilleen, kuitenkin ilman aikarajoitusta. 
Koehenkilöt jaettiin pareiksi, joista kumpikin osapuoli sai selitettäväkseen 7 sanaa, jotka parin tuli 
arvata. Kommunikatiivinen tehtävä valittiin tutkimuksen aineistonkeruutavaksi, koska sen avulla 
pystyttiin tehokkaasti tutkimaan KS:iä. Koehenkilöt joutuivat turvautumaan erilaisiin KS:iin 
selittääkseen ja arvatakseen parinsa kanssa 14 termiä. 
 
Koetilanteet videoitiin, ja koehenkilöiden suoritukset litteroitiin ja analysoitiin KS-käytön suhteen. 
Analyysissa käytettiin Oxfordin (1990: 47-51) taksonomiaan perustuvaa luokittelua, jonka luomiseen 
vaikuttivat Oxfordin luokituksen lisäksi aineistosta havaitut strategiat.  Alla on taulukko 
tutkimuksessa käytetystä luokittelusta. Myöhemmin kommunikaatiostrategioista puhuttaessa 
käytetään taulukossa esiteltyjä lyhenteitä. 
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Taulukko 1. Luokittelu tutkimuksessa käytetyistä kommunikaatiostrategioista 
          
Lähde 
 
Kommunikaatiostrategiat 
 
Lyhenteet 
     Oxfordin 
 
Avunpyyntö 
 
AVUNPYYNTÖ 
taksonomia 
 
Elekielen käyttö 
 
ELEKIELI 
muokkauksineen Kommunikaation välttäminen osittain tai täysin 
 
VÄLTTÄMINEN 
  
Viestin sopeuttaminen tai muuttaminen 
 
SOPEUTTAMINEN 
  
Sanojen keksiminen 
 
KEKSIMINEN 
  
Kiertoilmauksen käyttö 
 
KIERTOILMAUS 
  
 
Synonyymin käyttö 
 
SYNONYYMI 
Uudet  
 
Antonyymin käyttö 
 
ANTONYYMI 
kategoriat 
 
Assosiaation käyttö 
 
ASSOSIAATIO 
  
Kollokaation käyttö 
 
KOLLOKAATIO 
  
Kielelliset strategiat 
 
KIELELLISET 
    Meta-keskustelulliset strategiat   META-KESK 
 
Aineiston tilastollinen analyysi perustui Khin neliö-testin, Kruskal-Wallis-testin ja Mann-Whitney 
U-testin käyttöön. P:n arvoa ≤ 0.05 pidettiin merkitsevänä.  
 
Tulokset ja yhteenveto 
Tutkimuksessa käytetty, erittäin strukturoitu, kommunikatiivinen tehtävä vaikuttaa osaltaan siihen, 
millaisia tuloksia tutkimuksen kautta saatiin. Ensinnäkin, on mahdollista, että luonnollisessa 
ympäristössä ja tilanteessa koehenkilöt eivät pyrkisi yhtä päämäärätietoisesti onnistuneeseen 
suoritukseen kuin tehtävässä, joissa heidät oli ohjeistettu arvaamaan sana oikein ennen siirtymistä 
seuraavaan sanaan. Vaikka selityksen hylkäämisen mahdollisuus annettiin (VÄLTTÄMINEN), 
siihen turvautuminen tässä kontekstissa osoitti jossain määrin epäonnistumista tehtävässä. Toiseksi, 
koehenkilöiden KS:ien valinta voisi olla erilaista luonnollisessa kommunikaatiotilanteessa. 
Tutkimuksen tehtävässä vaadittiin sanan oikean muodon arvaamista, kun taas luonnollisessa 
kommunikaatiossa merkityksen välittyminen menee usein kielellisen tarkkuuden edelle. 
Todennäköisesti strategiat kuten SOPEUTTAMINEN ovat yleisempiä tavallisessa keskustelussa, 
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kun taas esimerkiksi kielellisiin muotoseikkoihin keskittyvä KIELELLISET on varmasti 
harvinaisempi kuin tämä tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat. 
 
Hypoteesi 1 ei osoittautunut tämän tutkimuksen pitkälle strukturoidussa aineistossa pitäväksi. 
Ensiksi, KS:ien valinnan suhteen merkitsevä ero löytyi vain ELEKIELEN käytöstä. Ekstrovertit 
käyttivät eleitä ja ilmeitä merkitsevästi enemmän kuin introvertit. Saman eron löysivät myös 
Kaivanpanah ja Yamouty (2009), jotka tosin löysivät eroja myös muiden KS:ien käytöstä. Toiseksi, 
introverttien ja ekstroverttien KS-käyttö ei myöskään eronnut strategioiden määrän suhteen, vaan sitä 
vastoin strategioiden suhteelliset käyttömäärät olivat lähes identtiset. Tulos eroaa aiemman 
tutkimuksen tuloksista (em.), jotka osoittivat ekstroverttien käyttävän enemmän strategioita kuin 
introverttien. Erot tuloksissa johtunevat erilaisista aineistonkeruumenetelmistä; Kaivanpanahin ja 
Yamoutyn tutkimuksen koehenkilöt arvioivat itse kukin omaa KS-käyttöänsä kyselylomakkeessa, 
kun taas tässä tutkimuksessa tutkija havainnoi ja analysoi KS:ien esiintymistä käytännössä. Sen 
lisäksi, että strategisen kielen käytön arvioija on eri, kyselylomakkeen täyttäneet koehenkilöt 
arvioivat KS-käyttöään luonnollisissa tilanteissa, jotka ovat vähemmän strukturoituja kuin tässä 
tutkimuksessa hyödynnetty kommunikatiivinen tehtävä.  
 
Hypoteesi 2 osoittautui todeksi. Sekä KS:ien nopeudessa välittää viesti, että niiden onnistuneen 
käytön yleisyydessä oli selviä eroja. Hypoteesin testaamiseksi tutkittiin ratkaisevia KS:iä (RKS), eli 
strategioita, joiden käytöstä seurasi onnistunut suoritus (arvaaja keksi oikean sanan). KS:t, jotka 
esiintyivät eniten RKS:inä, olivat KIERTOILMAUS, KIELELLISET ja ANTONYYMI (87, 44 ja 26 
kertaa, nimenomaisessa järjestyksessä). Erityisesti tutkittiin niitä RKS:iä, jotka ainoana käytettynä 
strategiana johtivat onnistuneeseen suoritukseen (ns. ensimmäisellä kierroksella). Useimmin 
RKS:inä esiintyivät KIERTOILMAUS, KIELELLISET ja ANTONYYMI. Täten voidaan päätellä, 
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että KIERTOILMAUS, KIELELLISET ja ANTONYYMI välittävät viestin useammin kuin muut 
KS:t ja olivat siinä mielessä tehokkaimmat KS:t.  
 
KS:ien tehokkuutta arvioitiin myös tarkastelemalla sitä, kuinka suuri osuus kunkin KS:n 
kokonaismäärästä oli ratkaisevia (RKS). Suurimmat prosenttiosuudet olivat ASSOSIAATIOLLA ja 
ANTONYYMILLA, joiden kokonaiskäytöstä ensin mainitun RKS-osuus oli 67% ja jälkimmäisen 
65%. Vaikka KIERTOILMAUSTA käytettiin kaiken kaikkiaan eniten, sen ratkaisevuusaste oli vain 
26%. 
 
Lopuksi, KS:ien tehokkuuksia arvioitiin mittaamalla ratkaisun syntymiseen kulunutta aikaa. Tätä 
varten verrattiin ensimmäisen kierroksen (ks. yllä) RKS:ien käyttöön kuluneita aikoja ennen oikean 
sanan arvaamista. ANTONYYMI oli nopein KS välittäen viestit keskimäärin 5,5 sekunnissa. 
Toiseksi nopein KS oli ASSOSIAATIO (6,3s). KIERTOILMAUS ei menestynyt tässäkään 
vertailussa, koska se oli hitain kaikista ensimmäisen kierroksen RKS:istä (9,7s). Sekä ANTONYYMI 
että ASSOSIAATIO olivat merkitsevästi nopeampia kuin KIERTOILMAUS.  
 
Hypoteesi 2 osoittautui oikeaksi. Sen mukaan KS:t eroavat tehokkuudessaan välittää viesti, ja 
tutkimus osoitti tehokkaimpien strategioiden olevan ANTONYYMI ja ASSOSIAATIO. Kun 
KIERTOILMAUSTA kuitenkin käytettiin kaiken kaikkiaan selvästi enemmän kuin muita strategioita, 
päästiin sen avulla alhaisesta ratkaisevuusasteesta ja hitaudesta huolimatta ratkaisuun muita 
useammin. Se on siis KS:nä tehokas juuri laajan sovellettavuutensa ansiosta.  
 
Hypoteesin 3 mukaan, ekstrovertit ovat kokeneempia kommunikoijia ja valitsevat siksi 
tehokkaampia strategioita kuin introvertit. Hypoteesin testaamiseksi tutkittiin ja vertailtiin 
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introverttien ja ekstroverttien KS:ien kokonaiskäyttöä ja lisäksi ensimmäisen kierroksen RKS:ien 
käyttöä, koska näiden RKS:ien ajateltiin edustavan sekä tehokkaimpia strategioita että tehokkainta 
strategioiden käyttöä. Kun introvertteja ja ekstroverttejä tarkkailtiin yksilöinä, heidän tehokkaimpien 
strategioiden käytössään ei kuitenkaan löytynyt merkitseviä eroja. Tulos oli odotettavissa, sillä jo 
Hypoteesin 1 testaaminen osoitti, etteivät introvertit ja ekstrovertit eronneet KS:ien valinnassa.  
 
Lisäksi vertailtiin eri parien suoritusaikoja, jotta voitaisiin selvittää toimivatko toiset 
persoonallisuusyhdistelmät toisia tehokkaammin. Kun pareja ekstrovertti-ekstrovertti, ekstrovertti-
introvertti ja introvertti-introvertti (E-E, E-I, I-I) ja niiden onnistuneisiin suorituksiin kuluneita aikoja 
vertailtiin, merkitsevää eroa ei löytynyt.  
 
Lopulta päätettiin tutkia introverttien ja ekstroverttien eroja VÄLTTÄMISEN käytössä. 
VÄLTTÄMINEN eroaa muista strategioista siten, että sitä käyttäessään puhuja välttää 
kommunikaatiota ja hylkää suorituksen sen sijaan, että onnistuisi välittämään viestin KS:n avulla. 
VÄLTTÄMINEN ei siis ole ollenkaan tehokas KS, vaan pikemminkin tehottomin kaikista KS:istä. 
Kun selittäjiä ja arvaajia arvioitiin erikseen, huomattiin, että ekstrovertit arvaajat käyttävät 
VÄLTTÄMISTÄ nopeammin kuin introvertit arvaajat (p=0.035). Eron ajateltiin johtuvan 
ekstroverttien huonosta keskittymiskyvystä tilanteessa, jossa ärsyketaso on alhainen (ks. kappale 4.2). 
Toisin sanoen, ekstrovertti arvaaja turhautuu nopeammin kuin introvertti arvaaja, kun sanan selitys ei 
etene tai kommunikaatiossa on ongelmia.  
 
VÄLTTÄMISTÄ tarkasteltiin myös vertailemalla aikoja niissä suorituksissa, jotka päättyivät 
VÄLTTÄMISEEN. Eri pariyhdistelmiä vertailtiin jälleen: E>E, E>I, I>E ja I>I (= selittäjä>arvaaja). 
Yllättäen, ekstroverttien selittäjien löydettiin käyttävän enemmän aikaa sanan selittämiseen ennen 
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VÄLTTÄMISEN käyttöä kuin introverttien selittäjien. Ero ekstroverttien ja introverttien selittäjien 
(E>E ja E>I vs I>E ja I>I) välillä oli erittäin merkitsevä (p=0.007). Vaikka ekstrovertit arvaajina 
ollessaan hylkäsivät kommunikaation nopeammin kuin introvertit, he olivat sinnikkäämpiä 
yrittäessään onnistua sanan selittäjinä.  
 
Sanan selittäjällä on tehtävässä aktiivisempi rooli kuin arvaajalla, minkä takia suorituksessa 
onnistumisen voi sanoa olevan enemmän riippuvainen selittäjän kuin arvaajan panostuksesta. 
Tutkimuksen tuloksista ja erityisesti VÄLTTÄMISEN käytöstä voisi päätellä, että ekstrovertti on 
selittäjän roolissa tehokkaampi ja osoittaa suurempaa sitoutuneisuutta, kun taas arvaajan roolissa 
introvertti on kärsivällisempi ja sinnikkäämpi kuin ekstrovertti.  
 
Tämä tutkimus toi uutta tietoa erityisesti eri KS:istä ja siitä, kuinka ne eroavat toisistaan 
käyttömahdollisuuksiensa ja viestinvälitystehokkuutensa suhteen. Tehokkaimmat strategiat olivat 
ANTONYYMI ja ASSOSIAATIO, sekä KIERTOILMAUS, joka oli tehokas yleispätevyytensä 
vuoksi. Introverttien ja ekstroverttien KS-käyttö erosi ainoastaan yhden KS:n käytön suhteen; 
ekstrovertit käyttivät ELEKIELTÄ enemmän. Sen sijaan huomattiin, että introvertit ja ekstrovertit 
toimivat eri tehokkuudella eri rooleissa haastavissa kommunikaatiotilanteissa. Introvertti on 
arvaajana sinnikkäämpi yrittämään kuin ekstrovertti, kun taas ekstrovertti on sinnikkäämpi 
sananselittäjä kuin introvertti. 
 
Lopuksi, ALIAS-pelin hyödyntäminen todettiin tehokkaaksi tavaksi kerätä aineistoa KS:ien 
tutkimiseksi, koska sanoja selittäessään koehenkilöt käyttävät monia strategioita lyhyessä ajassa. 
Lisäksi, pelin kautta kerätyssä aineistossa esiintyivät laajasti monet eri KS:t, mikä mahdollisti eri 
KS:ien käytettävyyden ja tehokkuuden vertailun. ALIAKSEN tapaista sanaselitystehtävää 
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suositellaan siksi käytettäväksi sekä tulevissa tutkimuksissa että pedagogisiin tarkoituksiin, kun 
KS:ien käyttöä opetetaan kielen oppijoille.  
